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New Series NO. 1091

YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 M E NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, March 28, 1946.

Revival Services To
UNO Hits First Snag Chapel
Begin at Martins
March 31 j
In Red-Iran Dispute;
UMW Strike Threat

Fourth Monday Was I
Wet and Quiet,
With Big Crowd

DOLL COLLECTION
ON DISPLAY AT
LITTLETON'S

Vol. XVI; No. 13

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

RESTRICTIONS ON
ALL BUILDINGS
EXCEPT HOMES

Murray State Teachers College
Graduation Event Schedules
Distinguished Spea_kers

(s'
Another
Fourth
Monday
in
March is gone and with it another
rainy day. In spite of the weather, crowds milled the streets and
traded all day. Reports fixed the
attendance at one of the largest
crowds ever gathered in town.
Photographers were visiting dif--,---ferent sections of the town makWASHINGTON. March 26-The
ing pictures of the crowds, the
Ohe of the most interesting dis- swapping ring, the down-town secgovernment, acting to speed conplays in some time can be seen in tion, and the buildings. One picstruction of homes for veterans,
the window at Littleton's. It is a ture showed the long line of autoday clamped drastic restrictions
collection of dolts characterizing tomobiles parked on both sides of
on building or repair of virtually
James Alfred Wright, 78. died
persons and periods, and was the street from town far out into
NEW YORK.-- The United Na- Friday at his home on Murray
all other structures.
made by students of Mrs. Mary the residential section.
tions Security Council has plunged Route 1. He was a member of the
• The Civilian Pfoduction AdminisEd
Mecoy
Hall,
of
the
art
departheadlong into an ,argument over Modan _Woodmen of Anteriea arid
tration issued a far-reaching order,
A radio broadcast at the college
ment of Murray State College.
the Russidn:Iranian dispute and it of the Goshen Methodist church.
bitween 3:30 and "4:30 p.m. was
effective at once, forbidding the
appears that a vote on the issue
The dolls were made wholly by one 011 the feature/of the day. The
start of any new commercial or inSurviving
him
are
his
wife,
Mrs.
will be taken. The United States,
the students. including the heads. program
dustrial construction unless spefrom the
college and
Dora
Wright; one son. Hasten
Which wera molded of clay
Dol.'s down-town
cificially authorized.
civic
leaders
was
. .
-Wright. Murray Route 1
nine
are listed as follows with the name broadcast through WPAD.
This applies to such things as
daughters.
Mrs.
Colbert
Smith,
*
BULLETIN
of the student who designed an
stores, office buildings, roadhouses,
City Judge Hub Murrell reportGranite City. Ill., Mrs. Bunk Myers,
made them:
ed one of the quietest crowds he
theaters and factories.
NEW YORK, March 28 -_ The Route 1, Mrs. Aaron Leek, NashNineteenth
Century
English, had seen, and mated that wily two
The objective is to make more
Ruseian delegate. Andrei A. Gro- ville, Tenn.. Misses Minnie. Agnes.
.4b. III.?
Little; Costa Rica, losetta !nen
were taken in on "small
Earline, Treasa, Earnestine and
scarce building materials available
myko, left the UNO meeting %kith
Morris, China, Jean
St, John; drunk" charges
Irene Wright. all of Murray; 10
for the 2,790,000 new homes the
Iii', delegation, when he lost his gratielchildrea, five great grandThe West Kentucky Purebred Snow White, Esther Graham; Snow
government is aiming at during the
Dr. John L. Hill
Barry Bingham
White,
Fran
meet
Association
MonWilliams;
will
Cattle
Polish
request for delay In the hearing of children.
s
Pictured above is Dr. John L. • The president of the Courier- next two years.
Peasant,
Woman's
Martha
Club
the
April
1,
inJean
day.
Baker;
Funeral services were held Sunthe Iranian question. The question
. Hill, editor of the Broadman Press
-The measure, announced by NaHouse for the annual meeting. English 1700, Alma Harkin; South
Journal and, the Louisville Times,
-3.-pans-stestitas Goshen Metim_ and religious speaker, Nashville,
ticrnal Housing Expeditor Wilson W.
_Mae lai-a Note. when-Iran- IndtIa. Char-rode Obeiheu;
With The 'Rank Of Murray atirig as
ells Out To
Barry
Bingham
.
will
deliver
the Wyatt and
dist church, the Rev. C. A. Riggs
.
_ Tenn., who will deliver the_bacCPA
Administrator
rated that sae a ould-..lika:.lar
alr-ZirTir
rairneement a ress Monday John D. Jrna I. applic7ihrtii7Me
sTreste arriniyit ---ginteltiy- -a
ei
issue to be settled at the earliest' GoSten cemeters
well
El
organization
Salvador,
Officers ofthe
Marcella Glasgow;
the United States and inn Puerto
night; May 27, at 8 o'clock.
noon, May 26, at .3 p.m.
elecjed at this dinner meeting. England 1838, Nancy Webb; Spain,
possible moment.
Rico and idle Virgin Islands. It
Boggess; Panama, Mildred
Lyon's' Luncheonette
L. F. Anderson of Mayfield, presi- Eva
changed
probably will be extended later
Rogers; Panama. Lorraine James; hands recently when Tommy HamTOM, Will preside.
to:Al-MX-a arid Menai.
*"question
take
A "4e
watketh"
ic
once or
hear
the Iran
This meeting will be highly in- Nicaragua,' Mable Elrod Allen; lin. who just returned after three
It permits completion of any
Nicaragua,
years
Rachel
Lyles;
service
Nicarauin
the
wait until April 10. and it was
Army,
bought
teresting and much business will
construction already begun, proga,
Elizabeth
Graves;
out
Marie
AnHillman
Lyons.
derided by a margin of six votes
be handled. The work of the
vided "any of the materials which
Tommy
spent HI - months in
ele,eed
Field Secretary, toinette. Leila Rose Gholson.
newly
are to be an integral part of the
to hear it at once.
Wonderland.
Alice
Robert Perry.- is to be discussed
Mary Europe. He graduated from Conin
Ten men from this county will structure have been incorporated in
end mapped but for the coming Louise Geveden: Polish Peasant, cord High School in 1942 and spent
be inducted in the armed service it on the site" befcire today, and if
Mary Steele: 19th Century Eng- one year in Murray State College
year. next week, and will leave here work is being ratified on at present.
Great Britain and several smaller
Are you one of the many who
The order does not apply to conTuesday. April 2.
A good attendance Is expected, lish, Laura Buchanon; 19th Cen- before going into service.
riatiofts have demanded that the
have
not msde a contribution to according to George Hart. execu- tury English, Doris Stribling; Marstruction,.repair, alteration er inThey are:
He is the son of Mr. arid Mrs
Security Council gas into the disstallation jobs on which the cost
Joseph Junior Hargis
Russia. with the Red Cross Drive' This ques- tive vice-president of the Bank of tha Washington, Eva Hill; Spain. Roy Hamlin of Concord_
pute immediately.
• Mildred Ford.
does not exceed these allowances.
Lova ell Henslee Adams
support from Poland, has strongly tion is in th:. hearts of:the workers Murray.
Mr_ Lyons has not announced
1. Houses designed for five or
William Albert ('rider
objected. And it seems almost of the the annual Red Cross drive,
Early Twentieth Century, Thel- his intentions for the future. It
The organization takes in all the
fewer families, also farm houses
Thorne., Euclid toe Melon
certain that when it comes to a who are making an effort to see counties dir the Jackson Purchase ma Wineberger; Argentina, Judy is reported that he has mede a
each person in the county and to
or other structures. such as a gaAllen Wells Russell
vote. Russia will be voted down.
LaNier; Cceta Rica, Ben Arnold: contract to play professional baseWASHINGTON, March 27--The
help Calloway reach her quota. and Livingston County and is de- Esquire.
rage, on residential property--$400
Wayne Lee McDaniel
Pau:ine Davis; Carmon ball, but this could not be con- State Department was kept fulWhen dic:ussions of the Iransigned to aid and promote better
a job.
"Why is .t that we still peed
Gene Orr Miller
ian issue opened, Russian Ambasfirmed. He is well known here ly informed about FBI activities
and more purebred livestock in this Miranda. Betty Lou Sanders.
2. Hot e laa resort,
Garvla Paschall
apartment
sador Andrei Gromyko declared 11.441311 to reach the quota of area.
The dolls were made by girls both professionally and socially. which led to seizure of a young
.
use or other residential building
W" was the Itiquiry made
chroader
J. I.
that there %V RAI Silijapg,,,g0 P1155 17.1
aaanplettng their second quarter •itt idetinitif."erte of the first Marines Russian naval officer on charges
Mimed for occupancy by more
J Fenton who has worked
Edmund David Fenton
the case on the Council agenda. of
art.
work, and is the first modeling having overseas service to beg' dis- of espionage. Acting Secretary of
Fourteen young men will go for than five families--$1.000 a job.
He Baited his argument on Mar- as ehairinaa of this drive two
State Dean Acheson- said today.
done by some of them. A num- charged in this county.
3. Commercial or service estabMonday,
examination.
shal Stalin's statement that the years.
The 29-yaar-old Soviet officer, physical
ber of the students are also tak"I believe it is because many
lishment. sue ti as office, store, garThey are:
question of withdrawal of Russian
Lt. Nicolai Gregorovich Redin, was April 1
ing Home Economics which raight
age, theater, warehouse, radio staJoe Hal Spann
troops from Iran had been set- people have b:ceime interested ii.
arrested last night in Portland.
explain the expertness indicated in
tion. gas service Station. $1,000 a
Lloyd Sisson Roane
tled.by th. two counteies and the other things since the war is over
Ore, just as he was about to board
the making of the costumes,.
and have not given freely as they
job.
Kitty Gene Miller
iesue was closed.
vessel
which
a
Russian
was
preThere is a possibtlit,y that tha
i/
did in the past five years," was
4. Farm
buildings
Tellers James lianeline
eluding
paring to sail home.
State Secretary James Byrnes
Isaac W. "Ikie" Jones, age 13. collection may be taigeat,an..s.taart
th. comment of the chairman.
farm houses---$1,000 a job.
Joe Richard Nance
promptly replied that the UNO
Redin was accused of trying to
of
neighboring
schools,
according
died
Saturday.
March
23.
at
7:00
at
E, B. Mayfield, age 843, died Sun'The total collections to date are
5. Church. hospital, school, pubHerman Wells Shrader
should have been informed of the
obtain plans and information ina local hospital following a two to Mrs. Hall.
day, March 24. at 11:00 o'clock at
lic building. ,charitable institution
Henry Stephens McReynolds
agreement-that $6.215.59. and most of the Red
details of the
Yellowstone,
volving
the
U.
a
S.
S.
Cross workers' reports are in. The weeks' illness of measles and pneua local hospital following an ill-41,000 a job,
William 1.3‘k Temp
Trail hat not withdrawn its comdestroyed tender slated to particifew remaining ..who haven't yet monia.
ness of complications.
6. Factory, plant or other inTroy Donelson
plaint and that the Council must
pate in Pacific atom bomb tests.
reported are urged to do so with
A member of the sixth grade
dustrial structure used for manuWilliam Arlie Jones .
Mr. Mayfield was a resident of
hear the eiev. Byrnes was quickArraigned before U S. Commisan effort towards completing our Murray High School, "flue" w,.
facturing. processing or assemblRobert Graves McDermott
the
Brown's Grove commundS sioner
ly supported by the British dela.Robert A. Leedy. the Soviet
ing; logging and lumber camp;
John Mack Carter
where he was well-known and will
Cadogan. drive arid reaching the goal by loved by his classmates and faculAlexander
rate.
Sir
officer,
wearing
the
uniform
of
March 31," Mr. Fenton added.
pier' structure for a commercial
ty and all who knew him.
Charles Gene Workman
be greatly missed.
Gromyko then got up again and
has
rank,
cried
"I
will
not
talk,
I
To reach those persons who have
airport or carrier terminal: airway_
Transfer:
He is survived by his parents
He is survived by his wife; two
said he was torry but he could not
will
riot
talk."
not been solicited, Mr. Fenten has Mr. and Mr3. Wyman Jones of lir
or steel car building: research labCharles Glenn Morris
daughters, .Mrs Jewell Howard,
agree with them.
He then demanded to see the
asked that i blank, that such per- South Ninth street, and one sister
oratory; pilot plant; motion picture
Farmington.
Route
I,
Mrs.
Edwin
session
international
:another
At
sons may use, be placed in an- Millie Ann Junes.
Soviet consul, who was not repset; utility structure, including teleMrs. Myrtle Overbey. 63, wife of Warren, Memphis; two sons, Wilson resented. at the proceedings.
-the UNNRA meeting in Atlantic other section of the paper.
Funeral services were held MonContriphone and telegaph; gas or petroMayfield,
Paducah,
Clarence
MayW S. Overbey, died of complicaCity, New Jersey --an American butions accompanied by the filled
leum refining or distribution, exday at 2 o'clock at the Unity PresBut Leeds.. fixing bail at $25.000
at her home on the Benton field, Murray. Route 1; one brother,
tions
delegate has protested a move to ra blank will
be acknowledged byterian Church in Marshall councept service stations and garagesordered the officer to be held in
Road Muntay evening, March 25. J T. Mayfield, Farmington. Route
sidetrack argument on an Ameri- with membership card,
button and ty. Burial -W:15 in the Unity ceme$15,000 a jab.
Multnomah county jail in default
1, and four grandchildren.
following a six month's illness
can suggestion because of political window sticker, Mr. Fenton
stated. tery.
T. Other structures- -$200 a job.
The annual meeting ef the CalFuneral services were held Mon- of bored unal another hearing is
considerations. The delegate. TyOveroey was a lovable
Mns
Under the order, no job which
loway County Farm Bureau will
set.
day
at
2
o'clock
at
the
Antioch
move
Wood,
said
that such a
ler
her
and
numbered
character
be held at 2:00 o'clock. March 30. ordinarily would be done as sinChurch
of
Christ,
Redin,
Graves:
a
graduate
county,
of
the
Russian
by Russia and the Ukraine would
friends by her acquaintance. She
gle piece of work may be subdiwhere Mr, Mayfield
held his naval academy who came to this at the courthouse.
be. quote, "the course of coward was a member of the Church ef
The purpose of this meeting is vided for the purpose of coming
church membership
Elders Fred country four spears ago, had been
proposal
American
The
R''."
Christ ends held her membership
heiwatrenutil -reports end -to- elect wiehittsthe mit -allowances. HowChums and L H. Pogue officiated under 'intensive FBI serutitia" for
avoilld Mitt the----prardee of'Anted
at Green Plains.
Burial was in the Antioch ceme- several months, Hoover said in officers and directors for the com- ever, a CPA official explained.
armies living off the land cruring
•
Funeral services were held at tery.
./Continued or Page 7i
ing year.
Washington.
'periods of occupeitions.
Old Salem it 2 p.m. Wednesday
Membership has climbed to 270,
State Dejaartment officials and
Strike Threatened
with burial in The church cemethe Russian embassy were silent. olecording to Rudy Hendon, presi- Thomas Banks Sells Superior
John L. Lewis has served notice
tery.
dent The purpose of the organi- Laundry..ind Cleaners
on soft coal operators that he
Besides hes husband, she is surzation la to help farmers learn the
Health
Clinic
For
Pre-School
will enok their contract with the
vieed by a sson, Alfred Overbey;
best methods of Jaising crops and
Themes '
ISTi
7F
- e"Banks has sold
Children To Be Held
Workers ut midnight
United
a niece. 'Ara, Nancy Cotven, Pastbek and to raise the etandard oT thr Superior gleaners and Laundry
At
Lynn
Grove
•
Sunday.
ducah, who made her home with
living on Calloway county' farm,k to Rupert -Outland and Burk- Wal_ft a new agreement Is not reachher from infancy; two brothers,
Quintus C. McNutt, 54, Mayfield
drop. according to an announceA 'health clinic for the pre-school
ed by then. Lewis declared. 400.000
Pack Mohundro, Route -3. and R. carpenter and a former resident of age
ment last week.
child wail be held at Lynn
-metiers will, as Lewis puts it
F Mohundro, Route 2, Murray. Calloway county, died in a Bowl- Grove
Mr. Banks has been in business
High School on---April 3 at
"stay home with their Limit'.
and three grand children
ing Green hospital Sunday afterhere for a number of years and
1:30 p.m.
Dr. Outland and the
next week." The' mine - worker
Active pallbearers were: Will noon from injuries he received in
A. L. Rhodes fell on the street has operated his establishment sucCounty Health Department will
boss made it clear that the miner
Williams, Fred Williams,
John an agtomotiole accident near May- be in
here Thursday and fractured his cessfully. He did not announce his .
charge.
will not ret.arn to their jobs unt
Overbey, Frank Overbey, Frank field Monday night. March 18.
It is very important to get the hip He was carried to Nashville plans for the future.
-a new agreement is reached.,
Albert Overbey. and H. M. WorkMcNutt was driving an automo-'-'-Mn, Outland, recently returned
pre-school child physically fit be- for treatment.
Lewis. said -There will be no
man.
bile with a trailer attached and got fore
from the Soath Pacific where he
entering school next fall.
Mn Rhodes is a real estate agent
Shiners' blood •spilled" next week.
out of the can to go back and inParents, please bring your child! here and is well known, and has served in the Navy', is well known,
Ite said that lives whuld be saved
spect the trailer when an automoMrs. Otis Workman, • many friends who wish him •a having lived here', and was conand injuries: averted by keeping
bile, driven by William Proctor.
nected with a laundry and cleaner
Health Chairman, P.T.A. speedy recovery.
the miners out until a new conWarren county. crashed into the
before going into the service. Mr.
tract is signed.
trailer, throwing it against Mr.
Waldrop is well known and is a
Another Isbor union, the CO
McNutt and. causing the fatal inrecognized authority in the cleanUnited Auto Workers, today servjuries, according to reports here.
itg
business, having
ed notice ern General Motors that
Mr McNier's wife, a son, Guthrie
been working with that business
the union is completely behind
daughter-in-law
and a
for several years.
HARDIN. Ky, March 26A two- McNutt
piece work employees currently inyear-old girl died-instantly Mon- were with him when the accident
volved in a wage dispute with
RU FORD HURT
The Murray 41111lig Company I continued to operate the business Two Outland Students
T C, COLLIE
day afternooa near here when she occurred. They were returning
GM. The strike of these comparachanged ownership last week when Robert was discharged this month Valedictorian-Salutatorian
_.
was thrown from a truck as she from New Albany. Ind.
tively few auto workers is holding
Two local men have accepted district manager of Me W.O.W. and and her Parents were on their way
Funeral services were held Tues- A. G. Smith and his two sons, J. They are the sons of the late W For Murray High School.
up a full return to work of 175,- good positions with the Woodmen began his work with the organita- to attend the funeral services for a day at Trinity church, with the L. and D. C. Smith. sold the mill R. Young. and . Mrs. Etna Young
000 workers. The UAW conyen- of the World Fraternal Organiza- tihn this month. His territory in- neighbor boy.
officiating. to Robert ,Xoung and. J. W. Yelling. Of North Twelfth, street.
Rev. Gilbert Smith
The Outland families took the
bon in Atlantic City. New Jersey. tion. 'Roth men are well kn yen cludes
brothers.
J. W. is mafried to the former honors in the senior clam this
Marshall
Calloway and
The child, Anne Nelson, daugh- Burial was in Trinity cemetery.
ordered a'committee to examine a in the. county \estiere they' ave counties.. He was connected with ter of Mr and Mrs. Paul Nelson.
A. G. Smith. began the milling Miss Irene Grogan. They have a spring when Miss laarah Outland'
Survivors include his widow,
po:sible assessment on the union been leaders in the civic, busi ess the Adams Shoe Store for a num- Ben
valedictorian,
rft 'aloe:, hurter) from Mrs. Canis McNutt, two daughters. business at New Concord about 25 child, Defiera Lee. and will con- was selected to
membership to support the piece and educational field, rind both ber of years before going to Pa- the moving vehicle when it jolted Mrs. Paul Cook. - Lynnville, and years ago, and for the peg 20 tinue to reside at their home in and Miss deny Outland for the
workers.
are graduates of Murray State Col- ducah wpere he was manager of as the wheels struck a dog.
Mrs. Prentice Overbey. Murray: years has been engaged in the in- New Concord.
salutatoriv, according to W. Z.
-lege
Robert is married to the former Carter. surintenclent of Murray
the shoe department octSears-RoeThe- family wqs en route to Mur- three sons, William Hayden Mc- dustry in Murray. J. L. Smith has
HOARY, BUT NO SUPPLEMENT
Buford Hurt, principal of Hazel buck and Company until last Octo- ray and Union Ridge for funeral Nutt, Leonard McNutt. and Guthrie returned from more than theee. Miss Janie Wilson, of Jackson. High School_ These girls, although
THIS WEEK!
High School for the past few years. ber. Then he joined the Ledger rites for Ike- Jones, 13-year-old son McNutt, all of Mayfield; six broth- years service in tbe Navy, and 13 Miss.
They have two 'children. wearing the same name, ere slight•
has been promoted from district and Times as advertising manager. of Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Jones, ers, the Rev. I. A. McNutt, Grand enrolled in .the agricbltural school Robert, who is in the second grade ly related.
Spring cleaning, Fourth Mole,'
manager al' the Woodmen of the He has enjoyed
will at the City High School. and Wilsuccessful work Who died last 'Saturday of pneu- Falls, Tex.; 0. C. McNutt, Paducah; at MentherState College.
Miss Sara Outland, 17, Is the
day. A n d other timely routines
World to assistant state manager. in that position. and hes' enjoyed monia.
farm.'Ws liam Ronald. The family resides daughter 'of, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
G. A. McNutt, Mayfield; T. M. M6 probably epesiete-- 'a
have slowed up the work on
His official promotion became ef- working
Outland, 114 E. Maly street Miss
The little girl's father returned Nutt, Graves county; L. H. McNutt father and brother did not state at 113 South Tweelfeh street.
with old friends and
the history. The 'Heroes of
fective March 1 and involves work- neighbors here' in that capacity.
H. McNutt, both of Wing°, their plans for the future. ,
The Smith family and the Young Betty Outland.. 17. is the daughter
from
Army duty
overseas two and
World War II
There is no
ing with field men in the entire
three sisters, Mrs J. L. Robertson,
The Young brothers owned and flimily are veil known residents ef Mr and Mrs. Vernon Outland.
Mr Collie will continue to makes months ago.
supplement this week . . .
state. He will centinue to reside Murray his home. He and his
Shemwell, operated a general merchandise of the cott.
Resider the parents, survivors in- Mayfield; Mrs. Earl
ntv. and have a wide Elm sheet
Watch for the nest biltUP. 14 hie
in this county.
family reside at their home on clude gAandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hickory, and Mrs. C. W. McIntosh, store at New Concord. After 'Rob- circle of fri.ineas who wisi.. them
Both young women, are quite
will probably be early in April.
T. C. C-ollie has 'been aa-amaait, live Street.
ert Was called to ,the Navy, J. W. well In their nee/ work.
Hickory.
Elbert Inman,
charming,' and have many friends..

Russia Walks Out
Of LINO Meeting;
On Delay Issue

Funeral Services fiV
James Alfred Wright
lheld Sunday,2 P.M.

se The annual series of revival serVices begins at Martins Chapel nes.
Sunday, March 31. The Rev. L. Z
Hurley of Mimford, Tenn., a former pastor, will do the preaching.
R. L. Seaford of Murray will direct
the choir and all special music, according to the Rev. C. A. Riggs,
pastor.
The members of ttia. church are
expected to be present for the first
service, Sunday morning at 11:00
and Sunday night at 7:30, and the
remainder of the daily worship e'ervices throughout the week, the Pastor stated.
The pliblic is invited to attend
and worship.

•
Made by Students
Of Art Department
Of Murray State ,

Ordered by Govt.
Tuesday To Speed
Vet-Home Building

District Assn. Of
Cattle Men Meet
In4lI1urray, April 1

Hillman Lyons
S
Tommy Hamlin,

—RC

RED CROSS DRIVE
LACKS S1,446.41
TO MEET QUOTA

Men
FBI TAKES RUSSIAN`Cttikvvar
Scheduled' To Leave
OFFICER IN OREGON For Induction Tues.
THURSDAY NIGHT
Destroyer Plans Are
Thought To Be In
Russian's Scheme

Isaac W. Jones
Dies of Measles
And Pneumonia

E. B. Mayfield, 66,
Dies Sunday; Funeral
Held at Antioch

MRS. W.S. OVERBEY
DIES AT HER HOME
MONDAY EVENING

Farm Bureau to
Meet Saturday

Calloway Men Receive Prominent
Positions With Woodmen of The World

Quintus C. McNutt
Dies Sunday From
Injuries in Car Wreck

aim!

A. L. Rhodes Suffers
Fractured Hip

2-Year-Old Girl
Killed Instantly In
Fall From Truck

YOUNG BROTHERS PURCHASE
MURRAY MILLING COMPANY
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• LOCALS

GUS Pascaall of Fulton was a,
George Hart and Luther Robert- visitor in Murray. Monday.
.
Mrs. Bual Jetton is spending :Ms
son attended the Jackson Day Dinweek
in
-Union
City.
Tenn.
•ner at Louiseill, Saturday..
W. C. Gregory
of Torrance.
Mrs. Roy Stewart continues ill af
her home in the College Addition. 'Calif.. is visiting his sister. Mrs.
Frank Turner of Hardin.
Mrs. Joe • Pete Elie. Benton.
Miss Blanche Oliver of Princequite ill in tha Clinic heir.
Tom Wear. Paducah. spent the ton has enrolled at Murray State
week-end With hia pare it. Mr and College. Sha spent last week-end
Mra. Boyd Wear. 211 North Fifth fishing on Kentucky Lake as guest
• •Mr. and Mrs. W. L..Story.
atreet
. .
W. Roach and
Miss Elizabeth Randolph. teach t' . Mrs. James
In' the school of Paducah. was the daughter. Mrs Rowena Newton of
_______
week-end eeleal of her mother. Benton ware in -";
Paplar
1'vfts.. May :11,
at reet
Mr and Mrs Rodney Vickers
.are vaatirie • Mr and Mrs. D. H_
Shack, Ifard of Grand Rapids. Mich.
Mr .ind Mrs Frei M Wells are
yiait.ne hior and Mrs
0. C Wells
Mr. We:la is atttending the tame,
I K• mucky at
Lexington
Dr. and Mrs. 0. C.
Wells Jr. of McKenaie Tenn.. are
also expected to arrive for the

-Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Dover. Tenn, vacre the

Sexton of
week-end
guests of Mr_ and Mrs. Jack Sykes
and family.
Kenton Weadall. Almo, was a
visitor in : Murray Monday.
Varis Lassiter, Lynn Grove. was
visitor in the Ledger & Times
office Monday.
Mrs. Curt Jones visited in Pa.
dutah Tuesday.
Miss Marian Sharborough, student at the Chicago Art.Academy.
'petit the week-end with her paMr. and Mrs. C. L. Sharoug h
Miss Marion • Treon. who is a
ea.iduate student at Northwestern
• Evanoton. Ill_ spent the 'weekend with her parents. Mr...and- Mrs.
-

Dr. and Mrs. Q. H. Clopton and .
Owen H.. ant grandson. Carl David
Landis. Rector. Ark.. were guests
of their daughter, Miss Patty Sue
Chapton. a student in the college
here. and Dr. Clopton'S brother,
The Murray Lions Club was exGatlin Cloptoraa Sunday.
cellently eirtartained Tuesday night
Mr. and Mrs. Libert Jones of
Highland Park.- Mich.. are visiting at the Worrunr's Clubhousoe'lay a
program compoSed of entrants of
C. M. Rogera. Lynn Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Chester at-, the Speech &rid Musical Festival
tended the faneral of •their cousin, held, th Murrly State last Friday
Saturday.
Dr. A. J. Bean at Brewers Tuesday and
Lion Program Chairman Sam
afternoon. Dr. Bean died at his
Lion W. B.
home in Brewers Monday after- McKee introduced
Lt. Veroon L. Treisthaa an. His Moser was was in charge of qr. rived Saturday let' a short visit
newt]alitr a long
funeral was held in the Methodist f-atured event of the evening,
with his parenta. Mr. and Mrs.
John Stanley Shelton, Training Elmus Trevathan. He returned to
Church .with the Rev_ Edgar UnSchool. gave a difficult piano solo his home in Meridian. Miss. 'Tuesderwood. Paducah. in charge.
Mrs. Rodn_y Moore of _Detroit is with the ease arid grace of a pro- day. He spent five days with his
feaaienal pianist: Robert. Moser, wifa and
on on his way from
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Murray High School. with com- Camp Slkift
seperation center.
Fred Barber.
mendable
and
poise
superior 'Lt. Trevathan received his disGene Fairchilel has 'returned to
enuciation. gave an oratory. "The charge
Friday after nearly 40
Paducah after recuperating'from
Ones:: of Mankind, Clegg Aus- months in the service, and is on
an illness at the home of Mr. and
tin. Murray High School, was heard terminal leave. Lt. Trevathan reMrs Norman Klapp.
in a clarinet solo. aecompanied at turned to the states first of last
Louis
St.
went
Turner
to
T. 0.
Tuesday in interest of merchan- the piano by Miss Mary Elizabeth September from European TheaRoberts, which was ably given ter of War. end has been stationed
•
dise.
and drew hearty applause from at Camp Swift, Tex., since last
Mr. and Mrs. Z. S. Cooper. De-

South 15th

Mr and Mrs. John Heiman Trotter have taken an apartment in
• e Rowlett Apartments and moved
their n_w home this. week.
i Mr. and ltIrs. ). R. Hopson of
St. i Cadiz and son. J. I.. visited Mr.
land Mrs J. L. Long. Sunday.

Welcome Home

Lions 1 lear Speech,
11/1usie Entrants at
Clubhouse "Fuesday

r

program was con- October. H.: plans to go to work

troit, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. the club.
cluded by
J R. Coopea. Hazel. -.

Corsages, Cut Flowers "or.
Potted Plants and
Funeral Designs

Phone 479
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a dramatic monologue the (Mat of next month with NaMiss
given
Ann Lowry. Murray tional Life and Accident Insurby
home
at
Miss Etta Fenton is
Training Scaool. Miss Lowry's in- ance Co. of Naahville. Tenn., with
with her father, H. J. Fenton and
terpretation '.5 as splendid and the whom he WaS working -when callfamily on the Hazel Road. Miss
spell-bound with Ted into aeraice in 11)42. Be will
Fenton, a oral-brae.' of Murray club vialiaa, held
taken arom "Gas 14 loratod
the aelenaion
Stzartr-Caottegetaatma.Iberia_e,oplot.d
•
:
wife and son have lived in Mein Chicago ,as secretary to the Liaahr:-"
Reports from various committees ridian whit: Lt. Trevathan Was in
Pennsylvania Railaaly Company.
Melugin. the service.
She will be here for an indefillitelwere -heard with Noel
vice-president.
presiding.
Lion
Dorris E. Ezell.
period.
1-C. Route 2,
Charles T. Shulz of Jacksonville. President L. R. Putnam named Harry T. Finches, 8 1-C. Route 1,
Carter
as
Z.
chairman
conW.
of
S. J. Waters, 2 2-C, Route 4, were
Fla.. was a guest the past ,.week in
vention committee. The club ores, discharged at Great Lakes, Ill.,
the home' ot Mrs. Mabel Siress,
Mrs. Homer Williams returned ideto expreased his pleasure owl'
Surlday from Nashville where she the fine %voile beingagdone by al
visited Miss Ruby Farley who is at committee s.
Forty-nine members were pre.the Tulane Hotel while she is taking treatment at a Nashville hus- ent. Lion Vaaylon Rayburn presented as his guest. Joe Pete Ely.
pital.
Notice to all Girl Scouts Of
Mra
and
Earl tacCun- aeceeSary-tre +surer of the Benton
Mr.
--Ttrix--ts--a-sthedule for
raueey. Mr, and_ Mrs -Dob-StrepOp nftgrrfari "thia
herd of Cincinnati, spent the. past
cording to Mrs. J. J. Dorman,
McCanMrs.
with
week-end
troop .leader"• Clip this out and
naughey's brothel..,Floyd Pugh and
Save it.

March 24.
Bernice R. Rogers. M 3-C. Lynn
Grove Route 1, was discharged at
Great Lakes, Ill., March 21
Haroid F. Ogieaby. F
607
Poplar street, Aabrey C. Smith.
F
311 South Eighth street,
were
discharged
March 22 at
Great Lakes, Ill.
•
Prentke W. Beaman. who
has been stationed
at Coolidge,
Ariz., arrived here Thursday, and
will report to Camp Atterbury.
Ind. Friday for discharge from the
Army. Mrs. Beaman was Miss
Tennie Rogers before her marriage.
She and the two children, Bonnie
and Rogers Wilson Beaman. reside
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H.
F. Rogers, Lynn Grove.
. Dwight L. Watson. SEV 1-C,
houte 2. was discharged March '20
at Great Lalkes, Ill.
James W. Thurmond. T 2-C. 303
South Sixth street, was discharged
at Great Lakes, Ill.
Richard Nesbitt. son of Tom Nesbitt of South Plesant Grove community almost reached home Saturday after ,two years overseas,
but an appendectomy intervened.
He arrived in Murray late Saturday night and visited his aunt,
Mrs. Orvis Smith. Sunday morning Richard was rushed to a local
hospital for an operation. He is
reported to be improving and
hopes to be home in a few days.

Schedule of Meetings
Of Girl Scout Troop 6

I
NOW SHOWING

THE NOVEL THAT "COULDN'T"
BE FILMED ... NOW A
DIFFERENT, DARING
UNFORGETTABLE
PICTURE!

ader

-as

PI.i!ip leer, • 11oaar.1 .1.•
IS,.,. Do•kac • Frank Fa,len
Pro.doeeti by I Mork. Rewleti
Dar. te..1 I. Bally Cider • rd.'s., • ,
•

SATURDAY ONLY

Do not become alarmed about
spies regardless of how exercised
sonar speaker may appear

DRACULA
nt•hriNSTIIN
MONSTER

-214.e 114.97-W-13,- Hutson
The aunior dais of Kirksey High j
April 4. Mrs. Louise Turner
School is presenting a three-act
Aer0 11. Mrs. Freed Cotham
comedy drama. "Wild Ginger." by
April 18. Letha Lyons
Else y. Friday night. April 5. at 8
April 25. Mrs. N. P. Hutson
eichck. The cast is composed of
May 2. H J Fenton
the followtnis:
May P. Mrs. Leon Smith
Jake Tallman. James Coleman:
May 16. Mrs. Otis Patton
Geoffery Freeman. Macon BlankMay 23. Mrs. Elliott Wear
enship: Sanford Lakey, Billy Max
May 30. Mrs. N. P. Hutson
Darnell: Marwood Lakey. Jeweli
June 14, Zetta Yates
E .1McCalleeri: Wuzy Walker. Emery
June 28. Mrs. N. P. Hutson
Hook. 4r.: Mr. Peterson, Robert
July 11, Mrs.- Elliott Wear
Rosa: Virginia Tallman 'Wild GinJuly 25. Mrs. N. P. Hutson
germ. Charlene Cloys: Miss, Rachel
August 8. H J. Fenton
Miss
Alice
Lee. Mary
August 22. Mrse-N. P. Hutson
Stanley. Mary Jo Workm in: Mn
Walker. Hilda Ann Emerson: BoThe arrival of planting time will
nita Lakey. Betty June Drinkard. revive the old argument
,about
Th plisks
111111111‘raiaba The-- -sigits7 1: Who
Mr'. Lorene
knows?
The grades.a.ware out March 8.
We sure do miss them. Also our
former teacher Mrs. Rose Flora..
Addle Marine has returned and
opened our school lunch room.
She was welcomed by students and
-12 1-2 acre farm. located
faeulta•
.

WHAT A LETTER!

WORLD'S 'GREATEST RADIO PROGRAM
/Ws
fro

Osit IAG.1&)
iivIt"v7011A
--*"'avio‘-‘•

PlESENTS

CHAS. AND DAN BAILEY

..okanak

AND THEIR ENTIRE GROUP

r\

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

MARIA MONIILROBIRI PAffit.$A131I
fRESION OSIER.L0111SE ALLBRITIC

r
• f
NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Er-wit/31i ....4fiume

with 1,01.1 '

Also J
- UNGLE RAIDER No. 9
•

COLORS WILL BE BRIGHTER
We Can Restore the Drape and Fit
SAVE 10 to 20 per cent ON CURB SERVICE
Our plant is open from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Week Days,
and until 8 p.m. on Saturdays

's

Boone Cleaners
South Side Square

Telephone 234
a

4

•

80-acre farm, located 2 1-2 miles southwest of Kirksey. This farm is well improved; fine well ivater, also
spring water. Very productive soil. 25 acres good oak
timber. This is a real tobacco farm and stock farm, and
has a good tobacco base.

CITY PROPERTY
40-acre farm, well improved, all good level productive soil, located on the Highway, 2 1-2 miles south of
A nice 5-room home, with 2 acres of land. Nice garKirksey; electricity and water available. This is a beau- den, fruit trees; also a nice poultry house; good
pasture
tiful home, well located, and is .priced to sell at once.
for cow. This home is modern, with bath and electricity;
53-acre farm, well improved, electric lights in all ideally located for church, school and stores, and is priced
buildings. Most of this farm produces well. Located I to sell at once.
mile north of Lynn Grove. on school bus route, milk route
A beautiful modern 6-room brick home, full baseand mail route.
ment. furnace and stoker, located on 6th Street. Priced
.
127-acre farm, well improved, near Macon, Tenn. to sell right and will give possession in 30 days.
This is very productive seil, and has two settlements.'
A mOdern 7-room brick home, full basement, furnace.
Owner lives at Atlanta, Ga., and 'will sell at a sacrifice. , Large lot, located on Sycamore
Street. This beautiful
349-acre farm, located in the southeast part of the home is complete in every detail; no money to spend in„countY. Thhi faith Fs well improved. New 6-room house, side or out. This is one of the nice homes in Murray, and
basement, Delco lights, fine well water, and some 200 if you are interested in it nice brick home, then you will
fods of lake frontage. This is a fine farm from every want to see this one.
standpoint. Owner grew 1800 pounds of tobacco per ,
A nice new brick jiomse. Nice large living room, full
acre last year. If you want a large farm for a small
kn-thasemen
t. 'Lot is 75x25fr feet and is loeated near the
vestment, this- is your opportunity.
Catholic Church. If you want a lovely new -home we are
.75-acre farm, well improved,, fine productive soil, sure this property will appeal to you. Priced to sellmuick,
electricity, new brooder house and plenty of outbuildings
We also have three other modern brick homes for
otherwise. This farm has heei limed and phosphated.
This farm,is ideally-located on the Lynn Grove Highway, sale.
and is a farm anyone would admire and want. Priced to
A nice new 6-room home, full 'basement, furnace.
sell
once.
oeated on South 12th Street. This home is located on
53-acre farm, located 3iniles northwest of Kirksey. large 14, and is a home anyone would like and appreThis farm is in fairly good productive -Stage, fair build- ciate. Possession can be had on this home within 30 days,
ings. This owner is offering to sacrifice this farm for
Good 10-room frame home, located on corner lot,
. _
$1,50.0.00.
r
90x23-4 feet. This place has good possibifities from sev.:
102-acre farm, located 4 1-2 mileie-southeast of Mur- eral standpoints. - Located near down town business disray. This is one of the fine farms in 6illoway County, trict, and is priced right.
"
-splendid ,improvements. Fine well water, and electricity
We
have
farms a.nd homes in Murray that are
will be available Within the next 60 days. If you are i•
terested in a finelarm with fine improvements, then this .not included in this list. We also have several business
opportunities, several business lots; also rail trackage
farm will .suit you.
lots which are very desirable for manufacturers or any
83 1-2 aere.farm,located near South PleasanOrove. other buninese- where freight tonnage is considerable.
-'This farm is' highly productiw, on highway, school bus also have many beautiful lots for homes, prices ranging
,route. and is one of the-fine farms in lids section.
from $275.00 up.
100-acre farm, located 3 1-2 miles west ofellardin.
If you have property to dispose of, we would be glad
This farm is a good productive farm, produces e;ccep- for you to call at our office and talk it over With us, as
tienally well. The improvemenWare ideal for a farm we will be glad to itie of service to you.
_Mime. and is a farm that anyone would like. If you al-,
We also write Fire Insurance on City property, Autointerested in a fine 100-acre farm, then you will want to
mobile Insurance and Commonwealth Life Insurance.
see this one.
26 9-111 acres. -located 4 miles east of Murray. New
modertvhome. All good level productive soil. If you are
interested iti'a nice-small farm, well located, this placf ,
should hp jit‘rt tchat you are looking for.

Elgetia

'

1ERONICA LAKE
SONNY TlITSLJOAN LAULFIELD
bh
If.

e

FRIDAY., APRIL 5th, at 8 O'Clock
MURRAY HIGH SC I 100L AUDITORIUM

'

1.11.1,11\ GISH
0J

4

saki,1

ADMISSION:
by
sponsored
. .•

Adults 75c;

WE WO.ULD BE GLAD OF THE OPPORTUNITY
TO SERVE YOU IN ANY OF THE LIUS WE PROPOSE, AND ASSURE YOU OF KIND AND COURTEOUS
SERVICE.

Tucker & Baucum Real Estate and Insurance Agency
Office: Peoples Savings
Bank Building
HIRAM TUCKER
FRED STONE

Children 50c

MURRAY LIONS CLUB

Office Phone 122; Res. 617
T. 0. BAUCUM, Sr.
•

--wassamMaireas-aeowe.e.a..01•11•••••••••••••04,..
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AL-Fuzzra. JOHN

a_

1.1N/VERSAl PRESENTS.

t)1 11/.._.

SATURDAY and
SUNDAY

PLEASE ALLOW US TIME TO DO A GOOD JOB

3 miles southeast of Murray.
Practically all of this farm is in wheat and oats. The land
is perfectly level and highly productive. Improvements
consist of one tobacco barn and stock barn. If this property is sold on or before April 24th. all CropS will go with
the. place.

SUNDAY and MONDAY

tk 14-

1

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE!

WOLF MA N
MAD DOCTOR
PICHIACK

One girl.puts it in a shirt!
Two G.I.s find it! Everybody
will howl at it!

is

ar-

- --- March 25--W. E. Clark
Match 28- Mrs • Lucille tlogan
Jones
March 30 -Bonnie Lee Kingins.
Clifford
Outland
March 30-Mrs. W. E. Clark
April I --Jessie Mae Adam's
April 2- Betty- Lou Sanders. Minnie Jo McCord. latable Colson.
Gene Terry Robertson, Mrs. Laverne Orr
April 3--Mrs. Bob Wright. Mr.a. aT.
A. Hamilton. Mrs. B. H. Diiofi
April 1-Luther Butterworth. John
Neel Purdom. Betty. Thurman.
-DrYarr
April
James Ralph Weds
- and an Jimrnie. Cathryn Giataer.
Edwina Klett, Mrs. Gladys Wilson Lapferd

ae,e Loore/le

CAPITOL

4

HAVE YOUR EASTER CLEANING
DONE EARLY

K• irksey High School
Ne‘Ns

Happy Birthday!

-One of
the gre-aic-s
picture- I have
rseT

Ray Waggoner, seaman 1-c. re- served caverseas for one year with
ceived his discharge from the Navy the 110th General Hospital.
at Great .Lakes and arrived in
Sgt. Charles C. Miller has reMurray March 17. Ray spent sev- turned to Murray after receiving
ersl months in the Pacific area. He I his honorable discharge from the
is the son of Mr. and Uri. J. N. Army. He was recently stationed
Waggoner of Benton Road. He has at Atlanta.
ehrolled at Murray State College.
Sgt. Billie Ross arrived today
Cpl. J. W. Pitman, sun of Mrs. after being separated from the
Opal Pitman, has returned home Army at Camp Atterbury and is
from Camp Blanding, Fla. He re- with his parents. Mr. and jedrs.
ceived his discharge from Camp Herman Ross. Sgt. Ross has spent
Atterbury. Ind. March 23.
He the past 11 months in Germany.
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MURRAY STATE COLLEGE AND CIVIC
• LEADERS BROADCAST AT COLLEGE

ith
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Frank Cochrum
Makes Good In
Hardwood Play

A.A.A. NOTES
BY Q. D. WILSON

Murray civic leaders and Mur- of his students, Misses Bettie and
ray State College representatives Sarah Outland, and Billy Furgerson
broadcast from the Fine Arts Build- and Billie Thurman. The two
ing of the College Monday after- Miss Outlands are the honor stunoon from 3:30 to 4:30 in an int- I dents of the senior class. Furgerpressive program through WPAD, son is the past captain of the footPaducah, with Ray Mofield in I ball team and the captain of the
charge of the program and doing basketball team. Thurman is the
football captain of the 1946 team.
the announcing.
The Rev. T. H. Mullins, pastor of
The program included musical
-numbers from the music depart- the Methodist Church and chair-,
ment of the college and speeches man of the Ministerial Association,
from other organizations of the spoke briefly of the churches in
Murray.
county.
Waylon Rayburn, president of
Dr. Ralph W. Woods, president
of, the college opened the program the Young Business men's Club,
introductory remarks spoke. H. J. Fenton, past presiafter the
made by Mr. Mofield, Who was ac- dent of the Rotary Club, spoke in
companied by a background of in- the absence of the president, W.
strumental music playing' the Al- G. Nash. Clarence Walker sang a
solo.
ma Mater...
James W. Moore, athletic coach,
L. R. Putnam gave a compreRobo Gilbert,
Paducah, Carlisle hensive talk on the work the Lions
Cutchin, physical education instruc- Club is doln.s. Mr. Putnam is prestor. and Jonnny Underwood, dis- ident of the club.
cussed informally the future of
airs. Garnett Jones. president
athletics for the College.
of the Woman's Club, briefly outMiss Birdie Staveley Chapel sang lined the work of the club and
one number. W. Z. Carter, super- stressed the activity in the Girl
intendent of the city sohools. ap- Scciut program.
peared on the program with four
Rudy Hendon, president of the

Famine Emergency Committee
Urges More Victory Gardens!
Chester C. Davis, organizing
chairman of the Famine Emergaisey•
Committee, has released in behalf
of the Committee, a statement urging the planting of Victory Gardens in 1946 to increase the food
supply. "In releasing more wheat,
fats, oils. and other critically, needed foods for shipment to starving
people abroad, we recognize the
essential part that the Victory Garden production will play in helping
to proyids food for the, people of
America," Mr. Davis said. "An
home
nutrittati's
abundance of
grown food will pormit much
greater shipment of the food items
so critically needed abroad."

PUBLIC SALE

J. D. Hamilton arrived yelderday
from Detroit for' a visit with his
parents, Mr. arid Mrs. J. D. Hamilton on Olive street. J. D. has completed his work in medicine at
Wayne University. Detroit, and
this week received his doctor's
degree. He will return to Detroit
following his visit here.

•

T74

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10th
at 9:30 A. M.

6

Three miles north of Kirksey
__Iwo Mid ell, _3 _anti 4 yenr.* rarl
Three Milk Cows.
Five Heifers.
Two Bulls.
Wagon.
Mowing Machine.
Disc Harrow.
Disc Cultivator.
OTHER FARMING TOOLS AND
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Also 6 ricks of Stovewood
ISIGNEDI

•

J. H. DUNN
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Freeman Returns

ing.
Miss May Nell McLeod had as
her visitors Tuesday Mrs. Ophelia
Martin and suns of Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Ruby Singleton of Paris.
Tenn., is visiting her sister:. Mrs.
Grace C. Wilson and family.' .„

Mrs. Sam Garrett of Memphis is
visiting her sister, Mrs. D. N.
White and Mr. White this week.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. ilk Turribow.
Mr. and Mrs. Hatten Stephens,
sit near Nashville, Term„ wLre Miss Eva Perry. Mrs D. N. White
visitors over the week-end here. arid Mrs. H. I. Nwly were PaduMr. and Mrs. James 'Wilson of cah visitors Tuesday and visited
Memphis spent the week-end here Mrs D. D. Chrisinan who is a pa1,5 guests of his mother, Mrs. Gral tient in the I. C. Hospital.
Mrs. Jim Thompson, Mrs. Mattie
C. Wilson and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Selden Outland of Shipley were in Paducah Sunday
Murray were guests of Mr. and to visit their sister. Mrs. Lela Chrisman, who is a patient in the I. C.
Mrs. Bob Bray Sunday.
Miss May :Nene McLeod was in Hospital.
The Baptist Church of Hazel will
Paris. Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Cooper left hold a revival the second Sunday,.
Sunday for Little -Rock, Ark., to in April and will continue a week,
with their pastor, H. F. Paschall.
',sit
Robert Taylor of Tennessee visit- doing the preaChing. Set-We-es Will
ed his. Wife- 'and --daughtert last. be heid in the. morning and even-

Ed Freeman (a graCuate of Murray Stat.) has returned to lb(
Nashville Tenn( ssean where hs
was city editor before going inte
thia. service.

Here's important news for Young
men 18 and over (17 with parents' consent). Under the GI
Bill of Rights,if you enlist in the
U. S. Army before Qctober 6,
1916. for 3 yeais, upon your discharge you will be entitled to .18
months of college, trade or business schoot educatiou. Tuition
up to $100 per ordinary school
year will be paid. And you will
receive $65 monthly living allowance—$90 if you are married. Get the facts at yobr
nearest U. S. Army Recruiting
Station: .

HAZEL NEWS

Dairy Feed Subsidy To
Be Continued
The Calloway County AAA ComFrank R. Cochrum is playing basmittee will start making dairy feed. •ketball with the Salem Coast
payment 'for the months of Jan- Guard Air Station quintet, accords
uary, February and March, April 1. ing to a newspaper report. From
1948. You will have April and the paperin'whist' the above picMay to get this payment. Please ture of Cochrum on the left and
bring your milk and cream stubs Lyle Bullarl, right, appeared we
sometime within the 60 days in quote:
_ _
which yOu haste to get payment. I —Though not made up of Salemites,
the quintet has probably feastedloJ. D. HAMILTON JR. GETS
DEGREE IN MEDICINE

Farm 'Bureau. thlk

cal basketball fandom with the best week-end.
they have tasted in .many, hoop
Clyde Scarbrough was in Memt:easons, Frank Cocnrum, ex-Mur- phis last week on business.
ray State Teachers star 'and Lyle
Jewel .Brandon from Live Oak,
of Mississippi
Bullard, formerly
Fla., is. visiting his parents, Mr.
scorState, are as good a pair of
and .Mrs. H. E. Brandon, Sr.
ing wins as any one club could]
Rev. H. F. Paschall filled his
possaas:
regular appointment at the Bi-p
'Both have scored over 20 points
Church Sunday morning at 11
in a single game on numerous oc- rist
o'clock and in the evening at 7.
casions. •Tho.former'has tallied as
Mrs. Amanda Whi;.o and visitor
high as 38 points in one game..
COahrum is- with the Coast Gurad Mrs. 'Clara Garrett, Bells, Tenn.,
and is Seam.m first class. He is were guests of Mrs. 0. B. Turnstatiori7d near New York. and is* thaw last WAnesday.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Barrie
Mr. and Mrs. T. P.'TurnboW of
Ccchrum, Route 3, Hazel. He at- Mayfield spent Saturday and Suntended Murray 4.5t4.1g College after day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
.graduating at Hazel High School. Oscar Turnbow.

29 Federal Building

PADUCAH, KY.

.mmimenniimmiamponswommissmi.,
Use Our
Easy
Payment
Lay Away
Plan

DciticurtatStare_s

tm

lions and the production in . the
county.
The. Girls' Glee Club. directed by
Prof. Price .Doyle, sang a Negro
and the Alma Mater.
spiritual
Richard Farrell, mrietbet 'of the
music faculty.-directed the band
Mayor George Hart was heard
near the conclusion of the program.
He reviewed some of the activities
of the town during the past five
years, and mentioned some challenges for the citizenry of Murray
today.
- According to reports coming in
since Monday, the program was
clearly on local
very
received
radios. Many people haxe express-ed their opinion of the good radio
can do for the College and the
It. is the general
community.
opinion of those who expressed
themselves, that this a modern way
of successful advertising.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO
HOSIERY' CUSTOMERS
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We will open our files for registration for LADIES'
HOSIERY ... NYLON and SILK ... FRIDAY, MARCH
29th.

It will be necessary for each individual to register
IN PERSON. We regret that we cannot accept duplicate'
orders at the present time and must insist that no one at.'
tempt to register more than one time until further notice.
We have decided on this plan because we feel that it
will give everyone an equal opportunity of securing a
pair of hose.
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Button trimmed
Lace trimmed
Self trimmed

$620
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Spring
Spring
ways
Easter
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snits and
coats,alhead the
list!

$1134° 10

have a serial number
Each registration card
and the orders will be filled according to this number,
except in cases where we are unable to furnish the style
or size as designated by customer. It would be well for
you to specify a second choice in size. This may make it
possible for us to fill your order sooner.

1r)

atiotuilStcwes

Printed crepe
4, Rayon seersucker
Romaine crepe
• Jerseys
Sharkskin
• Jersette
Poplin
• Bemberg sheer
• Spun rayons

They come in grand array of styles you like.• One or two piece
styles,, coat styles and shirtwaist styles. Soft drapes that
are so femininely becoming. Interesting trimmings to make
you feel more dressy for this particular festive season. 9 to 15,
10 to 20, 38 to 44.

4

HATS
$298

SKIRTS
$398

BLOUSES

011...44 $1.99 to $495

100% wool

4.1.4 32 to 38

Come and see these adorable little bundles of
.fluff I They're so d9rAv
soft in their ribbons and
vAls and feathers.
Spring and exotic flowers take their bow from
your head's crowning
glory
Ybur New Hat.

All wool suede cloth in
pastel shades that you
can wear all through the
summer mouths. Three
pleats in front and back.
Two button— waistband,
Blue,
button placket.
gold and mellow. 26 to 32.

Softly feminine lines -in
ninon, poplin, sharkskin.
All sweetly .4 rim m e d
with eyelet, lace or ribbon.
New necklines,
new bracelet and short
length sleeves, new buttons. White and'pastels.

5.

$830

JUNIOR DRESSES — Styled for the
young in face or the young in figure!
Junior is the size not the age. Solid
colors and combinations featuring new
neck lines and shoulders. Spun rayon,
spun lin weave, chambray, rayon seersucker,eyelet and spun combinations. Sizes, 9 to 15, 12 to 20.

Solids, cheeks and combinations of blue, luggage.tan, gold, China
green, brown,. dusty rose and gray. Both coats and suits, rayon
lined. All wools and woolen mixtures. Sites, 10 to 18.
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Salmons, McKeel,
19 VETS MOVE INTO Bagwell, Fulks,
Phillips Named on All-Time
EnrollmentIs Up FEDERAL HOUSES May,
Murray State College Cage Team
91% At Murray AT MURRAY STATE
tns wi41.*444Thbord'y. July 11.729 Register for land
wtll ene August 17. Students
do one quarter's work in the
Spring Term at tnay
11 weeks of summer school.
College

,,,e ,..,„„„„
[---„tom ...A.gt.„
.

College Changes
Plans. for Prices
•
On New Units
Nineteen e%trried veteran,' have
oday moved into the newlji com; Icte•cl. Vol •Village on.•the campus

FIRST TEAM'
Willard Bagwell (175)
Joe Fulks (165)
Bob Salmons (130)
Ethridge McKeel (130)
Hugh May (135)
Jim Phillips (80)

THUR

THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1946

THE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SECOND TEAM
Floyd Burdette (105)
Ross Magruder (65)
John Miller (25)
Leslie McKeel (70)
Hyland Grimmer (40)
Jimmy Brookshire (40)

,

RED CROSS DONATION. Bak

Diseiole Center
Will Celebrate
•
Anniversary

use
r it been edicited by a Red Cross worker, p
:.
campaign
county
your
to
donation
your
with
and
mail
below
I blank
chairman for the Red Crass. Membership card, lapel button and winThe bisciple Center will 'Me- dew sticker will be sent by return mail.
brute 'its first year's activities on
Thursday. March 28, with an Open
H. J. FENTON, Chairman
House and banquet
Calloway County 1946 Campaign Fund
The Diseiple.Center will be open
Murray. Kentucky.
on Thursday afternoon between
the hours of 2 o'clock and 4 o'clock
Enclosed is my 1946 donation to the American Red Cross.
in the afternoon for house inspecAt
center.
of
the
tion .by friends
7 o'clock in the evening there will •
AMOUNT $
be a banquet in the lounge with
Dee Henry Noble aherwood, the
Signed
GIVE
chancellor'of- Trettsyleania College,
Lexington„Ky.. the speaker for the
occasion.
Addrrsh
• ----:
READ THE t LAsSIFIEDSr

Representing an increase- of at
.1. Murray State College and it :roxintiately 91 per' cent
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e.gtstration a year ago, 77A stu•
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ready
be
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teen uuits
Foy
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et& have enrolled at Murrey
Crider, 10; guards—Gene Bland, 20; Herb Hur—Basil
v/ithif: the next few days
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apquartate elleee for the spring
Nee - ::e .:•
,
Hal Houston, 10; Keith King, 10; Wid Ellison, 5;
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15;
ley,
,a
math-go
coil
The
n• which onened March 18. Ac- I pies for the epple see!). Apple scab
5.
ordinge to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester spores are. maturing in large 'num- decisien to cheree during the in- Jack Haines, 5; Walter Murray, 5; Cecil Kent,
rim period a rental of =00 for
Us is an increaee of 346 over bem. Heavy spry:id:lie is taking
BY Lt. Don Brumbaugh
se number of students enrolled at place during this tvet season and [the smaller houses and $30.00 for
in
however,
units;
three-room
di
for
the
;
period
a
.Enrollment
year.
over
last
time
its
will continue
the College News asked a committee a 10 West Kentuckians to
se winVr quarter was 633 stu- I setteral weeks. This makes it very !a tonferen7e with the veterans cast their ballots for the All-Time Murray State Basketball Team and
ents.
-important ta begin now. Spray ' who are to occupy the houses, at a total of 35 players were mentioned for the team. The most notable
study of all
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coste
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to
date
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correspondir
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MARTIN WILL LEAD
ALF'HA PSI OMEGA

Joe Fulks, who has often been rated the best high school prospect in
Weet Kertucky. entered Murray in 1942 and played two years before
entering the service. Fulks was named All-KIAC in 1942 and 1943 as
well as All-American in 4943 Joe scored. 321 points durner the two
Martin. returning years. with his 337 in 1943 as the second highest number of points
Earl
Thoines
••••
veteran from Murray. was elected scored at Murray
Wednesday, April 3, at 10 O'Clock
Alpea Psi Omega at !. itsresident
Both of thc All-American centers at Murra were named on the
last meeting for the winter
kt the Charley Williams place four miles east of Elm Quarter Tuesday night. March 12. first team because of a tie at that post Ethridge McKeel from Rector.
irove on old Russell Chapel road.
Mr Martin. a senior. lead a lead- Ark. made the top honor in 1936 as well as being named All-SIAA in
656 points
role in Alpha Pei Omega's
mg
and 1938 as well as All*IAC in 1938 -Big Mac” scored
: inelud.ng maid' coek stove, tet- Bill of Divorcement- presented lase' 1937
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We're great believers in the economy of preventive automobile care; drive in to have any threatening danger
reliably checked.

MUNDAY SERVICE STATION
=MGM
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=
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I
1 an. announcement new owners ...
I
I
MURRAY MILLING CO

=0=0=0=10=0=0=0=10=0=
)

We Have Purchased The

We Have Sold .the Murray MILLING COMPANY
To

J. W. YOUNG and ROBERT YOUNG

1

1

We wish to take this means of THANKING OUR MANY
. FRiFIND5 AND CUSTOMERS for the splendid patronage that
we have enjoyed during the twenty years that we have operated the Murray Milling Company in Murray.
We can heartily recoirnmend these two splendid young men
to our friends, and any courtesies extended to them will be appredated by us.
,

I

3
i

ana will do our best to continue to give the
quality products and courteous treatment that
you have enjoyed in the past.

0=40==0.1=0
'

0.=0

0=0

0

Our Special Brand .. .
"EXCLUSIVE" White and Graham FLOUR
"CORNO" FEEDS and MEAL

0

CONCRETE BLOCKS

CUSTOM CRINDING

A. G. Smith
D. C. Smith
J. L. Smith

•

0

OUR SERVICE INCLUDES

Az-rangements have been made with the new owners for
your:Flour Deposits.

i

:

Murray Milling Co.

0=0=101=10=0f=9_

ROBERT YOUNG

Owners

J. W.'YOUNG
0

0

0

•

0

0===0E3O===C

•
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ston sang "Calm Is The Night."
Other musical selectioas by Misa
Jewell Compton, organist, were
"Tales From the Vienna Woods,"
"To A Wild Rose,- and the traditional wedding march. "LiebeEditor
I.
SLEDD,
MRS. H.
straum" was played softly duripg
the ceremony.
Telephone 247
The bride, who was given in
marriage by bar father, wore a
RICHMOND-TRIGG
grey wool gebardine with a pee-.
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
tel blouse and black accessories.
bouquet Of
Mrs. James H. Richmond an- She carried a hand
Her
nounces. the engagement and ap- white tulips and narcissus.
earrings set
gold
were
jewels
only
daughher
of
proaching marriage
a gift of the
ter, Miss Ruth Morison Richmond, with mother of pearl,
only attendant was
to Le Alvin Buckner Trigg, son of groom. Her
wore a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Trigg of Mrs. Joseph Routon, who
herringbone
and wheel
black
Hopkinsville, Ky.
'suit with black accessories. She
The marriage will take place on
carried a hand bouquet of jon•
April 27.
quils.
Miss Richmond is a graduate of
H. Elwood McNeely of Knoxthe University of Kentucky and a
Tenn., served Mr. Gardner
ville,
SororOmega
of
the
Chi
member
as best man and the ushers were
ity.
Austin Adkinson and Bryant WillLt. Trigg is a graduate of
iams.
law
the
and
attended
W.K.S.C.
Mrs. Toler was dressed in a
school of the University Of Louisbrown wool gabardine suit with
ville. Lt. 4'rigg has returned rematching acoessories. Her flowers
cently from service in the Naval
were a corsage of rosebuds.
Air Corps in the Pacific Area.
Mrs. Gariner, mother of the
•• •
groom, wore a black suit with
TOLER-GARDNER WEDDING
Her flowers
black accessories.
IN PARIS, TENNESSEE
were a corsage of rotiebuds.
The bride is a graduate of
The following item was taken
from the Peris Post-Intelligencer Grove high school of Paris and
for
College
State
Mississippi
of Paris, Tenn::Miss Earline Toler, daughter of Women at Columbus, Miss.
The groom* is a graduate of
Claude C. Yoke, of Paris, Tenn.,
and Guy ,Walter Gardner, son of Murray higa school. He entered
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Field Gardner Murray State . College in Septemof Murray, Ky., were
married ber, 1940, and attended that school
March 21 at five o'clock at the until he entered the Navy in 1943.
irst Methodist church with the He served overseas for 18 months
i:
•v. Loyal 0. Hartman, pastor, and received his discharge March
performing the double ring cere- 11 at Great Lakes Naval Training
Station, Chicago, Ill.
--mony.
Immediately after the ceremony
Spring flowers, against a background ofsereenery .,and candles in the couple left for a wedding trip
mountains. For
candelabra, shed a soft glow over to the Smoky
the scene.- Mrs, Gatlin Beale_ sang traveling the bride chose a threeGold- piece • suit of black and white
"Because," and Franklin
-

'Socket
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT
•

TO THE PUBLIC
I will open a Cleaning Plant in Murray
my equipment arrives.
I have had my order for complete new
equipment, in for some time.

as soon as

Watch for my opening announcement
THOMAS H. CRIDER

--•- PARTY COMPLIMENTS MISS
RUTH RSCHMOND

'The Society will meet in the
home of Mrs Will Walker, April
20, with an Easter pfogram.
•••
The MarcS meeting of the East
Mrs. R. Hall Hued and Mis MarMr. and Mrs. A. L. Bailey, a boy,
were hostesses Side Homemakers Club was held PEGGY JEAN BAILEY
tha Belle Hood
Arthur Holman, born March 7.
Wednesday evening at their home at the home of Mrs. Rupert Lassi- HAS BIRTHDAY PARTY
at an informal party honoring Miss ter Friday afternoon, March 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brandon,
MiSN Peg4y Jean Bailey celeRuth Richmond whose marriage to
The meeting was presided over
birthday, houth 12th Street dre the parents
eleventh
her
Lt. Alvin B. Trigg will be an event by the president, Mrs. Clifford brated
of April 27. Bouquets of spring Smith. The devotional was given March 21, by gieing a. birthday of a daughter, burn March 24,
flowers were used throughout tile by Mrs. Thomas Parker. A short party at 3:30, at her home on North weight 9 pounds.
roums.
business session was held and was Twelfth street.
were
refreshments
Delightful
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sparks, a
The bride's table in the dining followed by a short talk by Miss
served by —the hostess' mother, daughter named Reta Charles, born
room was covered with an imported Rowland.
Games were March 25, weight 7 pounds.
cutwork and lace cloth and centerA very interesting lesson, "Rodin Mrs. Carter Bailey.
enjoyed
jwith a low crystal bowl filled Combinations," was given by Mrs. played in which everyone
honoree received
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Spann, Lynn
witis white snapdragons, narcissus Thomas Parker and Mrs. Rupert themselves. The
many gifts.
Grove, a son, born March 27,
and jonquils. Tall green candles Lassiter.
Gerald Dean weight 7 pounds. 5 ounces.
burned in crystal candelabra.
Refreshrnents were served by the 'Those present were
Carravisay, Billy
Smaller tables were placed iu hostess to 10 'members and one Outland, Carolyn
June Huie, Wytopia Maddox, Mois
the living room and the places of visitor.
Key, Janet Jetton, Dorothy Jean( WOMEN! WHO SUFFER
the guests were marked with inthe
at
.be
will
The next meeting
Parker. and Eloise Allison.
FIERY MISERY OF
were
atwhich
to
dividual corsages
home of Mrs. Thomas Parker, Apth
• • •
tached satin streamers and paper 10, at 1:30 p.m.
CLUB MEETS WITH
hearts bearing the announcement:
MR. AND MRS. HART
'Ruth and Trigg—April 27:'
SERVICE CIRCLE HEARS
The Monday night bridge club
Mrs. Hood, assisted by Mrs. C. U. MUSICAL PROGRAM
If the functional "middle-age"
was entertained this week by Mr.
period peculiar to women causes
Sharboruugh, Mrs. Russell Phillips,
you to suffer from hot flashes. nerThe Service Circle of the First and Mrs. George Hert at their
Mrs. G. B. Scutt, Mrs. E. S. Diugvous tension, irritability—try fammet Tuesday home. Prizes for high scores were
uid, Jr.. Mrs. H. I. Sledd and Miss Christian Church
Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable
ous
of Mrs. R. awarded Mrs. L. J. Hortin and John
Compound to relieve such symptoms.
Hazel Hood, served a delicious afternoon at the home
prothe
for
theme
Miller.
L. Wade. The
Pinkham's Compound is one of the
supper plate.
best known medicines for this purT. Shulz of Jacksonville,
was "Service Through Muisc,"
Charles
gram
Covers were laid for Miss Ruth
pose. Also a grand sUimachic tonic!
and the following numbers were Fla., was a guest.
Richmond, Mrs. James H. Richably presented:
mond, Mrs. Hebert H. Trigg and
Cello solo, Miss Charlotte DurMrs. Stuart Nobles of Hopkinsflute trio, Misses Frances
kee;
vele, Miss Ann Howell Richmond,
Mary
Mrs. Thomas Howard, Miss Ann Jordan, LaNellee Bugg and
palm solo, Miss PaBrown, Mrs. Leland Carter, Jr., Louise Nigro;
trio for violin, flute
Misa Peggy Holland, Miss Laverne tricia Merrill;
and piano, Miss Nigro, Miss MerMrs.
Ail-bare
Diuguid,
Midis
Clapp,
whose marriage
Pictured above are Mr. and Mrs. Merle T Ba.sden
rill and Merle T. Kesler; vocal
Miss John Underwood, Mrs. Hal HousMiss Ola Mae Cathey.
solo,
was an lifterestieg event of March 17. Mrs. Dasden is the former
ton, Mrs. Roger Puller, Miss Madge
Orr.
The bu,siness session was conductJane Orr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vester
Patterson„ Mrs. W. E. Ellison and
ed by Mrs. L. M.. OverbeY.
Miss Martha Belle Hood.
Refreshments were served by the
• • • •
accessoblack
with
checked wool
hostesses, Mrs. Wade, Mrs. 0. B.
.
EXTRA!!
SPECIAL!!
ries. Her flowers were white garBoone and Miss Ruth Ashmore, to
denias.
Hello all you people who will be members and the following guests:
Thursday, March 28
in the vicinity of Calloway County Mrs. Mamie Hark less and , Mrs.
After the honeymoon, the couple
The Girl Scout Council will have May 3, 1946. .Have -any special Luther Robertson.
will be living in Paris until June,
Dr. Scholl's Personal Represen•• •
6:30 at the plans for the night? Then how's
when Mr. Gardner will leave to a supper meeting at
tative will be in our st4q.e
. home _o1. Mrs. .1•1'w1 Melegin. This about accepting a friendly sugges- W.M.S. OF LOCUST GROVE
enter dental school.
.
meeting.
X.ON
call
MRS:-.11e442
a
WITH
is
tion to visit -A Litile_Clodhopper,r MEETS
were the
guests
Out-of-town
a comedy-drama to be presented
parents of the geoom, Mr. and
Friday, March 20
The Woman's Missionary Society
A. M. to 5 P. M.
by the senior class at Faxon High
Mrs. Guy Field Gardner of MurHoliness
Locust Grove
of • the
The Murray League of Women
a
it
date???
Is
Sehool.
of
Darnell
ray. Mr. and Mrs. Clay
Voters will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Church, met in the home of Mrs.
This was an invitation received
Hardin, Ky., ae.d. Mr. and Mrs. 1606 Farmer Ave.
W.- Watson March 23.
C.
this
and
Times
the
Ledger
bY.
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BROWNBILT SHOE STORM

"My Mummie and 1 ... Get our Hair done at . ..
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Dr. Ralph Woods, president of
Murray State college, spoke on
"Education and Vocations" at the
dinner meeting of the Business and
Professional Women's Club Thursday evening, at the First Christian
church. Dr. Woods. presented by
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, Chairman
of the education and vocational
committee. mi gnified the dignity of
work and stressed the need for owl
week. .
Mrs. Myrtle Wall, president. preSided during the meeting. A doneHan was voted to the Red Cross
nd the Girl Scouts. The club has
seen hotifieil by the national fedration that it will be awarded an
xtension citation on the basis of
!tete-used membership. The club
.vill be one of five in the state to
eceive the award.
The ServiceeCircle of the church
,rved the dinner. Table decurasans composed of spring flowers
rid miniature corsages were ar..inged by Mrs. Eaf Huie. The to)wing guests were present: Mes,Simes Woods, Robert Jones, Graves
Siedd, Kissel Burns, St. Collis. Mo.,
Louise Webb, Mineral Wells,
an
Tex.. fibs* Woodard Byers.
The committee on education and
vocational training is composed of
Mrs. Hester. Mrs. Leis Wakefield,
Miss Erie Keys, Miss Lydia Weihing, and Mrs. Eat Huie.

CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
•

Lyon's Luncheonette
IS NOW

Tommy's Luncheonette
I have bought LYON'S LUNCHEONETTE and will operate it under
my OWN NAME.
I take this means of soliciting the patronage of all of'd customers, and
extend to all a hearty invitation to TRY OUR FOOD and OUR SERVICE.
WE FEATURE

Mrs. Lewis. Charles RS'in is
sisiting /Ter purrfaisl_. Mr. and Mrs. 'Wallace Key. Mr. Ryan recently
received his discharge from the
army after four years of sereice.
He is visiting his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Nat 'Ryan of Chicago this
week.

We Feature Permanents for Baby-Fine Hair
WE HAVE SPECIALISTS WHO CAN TAKE CARE
OF, YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS:
Mrs. Jean Weeks
Mrs. ha Mae Copeland

Miss Gretchel Hamrick
Miss Jean Hopkins,
Assistant Manager

LOUISE'S BEAUTY SHOP
()KNIi.KLY LOUISE TURNER BEAUTY Sii0i.1

•

Mrs. Louise Sanford
In Basement of
and Manager
Owner
Lerman Brothers
ThLEPHONE 606

Steaks, Chops, Dinners, Sandwiches
And All Kinds of SOFT DRINKS.

Kidneys Must
Work WellFor You To Feel Well
24 hours eeey day, 7 days every

week, never .topping, the kidney. alter
waste matter from the blood.
If more propir were aware of how the
kidneys Must constantly remove surplus fluid, rumen •rids and other aate
meter that eanwot stay in the blood
without injury to health. there would
be better understanding of 'ehI the
whole system fit upset when kidneys fail
to function properly.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urination sometimes Warns that something
wroqg. You may auger •agrog hackheadaehes, dissiness, rhrometly
pains, getting.up at nights, swelling.
Pair! You will
Why not try
be. using a medicine recommended the
country over. Dower stimulate the function of 'the kidneys and help them to
flush roc poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Pouire today. UN with confidence.
At all drug stores.

1I.

Also FOUNTAIN SERVICE

The Only Restu rant in Murray Owned and
Operated by A Veteran of World War II

Tommy's Luncheonette
•

DOAN'S Pills

TOMMY HAMLIN
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WHEELER LOVE, Dover, Tenn.
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aries in Africa and their 'locate,
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"Why Missliehs?", Mrs. Leona!
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Needs
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"Four
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the Church In - Africa", Miss' Fre.
Sexton; "The Falitarfaftthodi •
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-• Missionaries in Africa", Mrs. C.
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ter Whitnel; "Qualificaleons of Mi
VEAL
Lk'
sionartes in Africa". Mfrs. W.
report •:
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16.50567
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No,
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work on the Method: .
on the
•a
No. 2, Veals
Attirch schools., and missions I'
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14.00:Steer.
Short Fed
different parts' of Africa, usii
5.00- 12.00
Thc•owouts:
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4.•
maps and pictures: "The Relater,
Baby Beeyes
Congo." afts: G. T. Hicks; "Angola,"
_8.50- 12.00
Fat cows
Mrs. V. B. Windsor; "Southern
Corbin: "Lie." Mrs.
Rhoelesi
8.00
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HOGS
t'annerS and Cutter
beria.- Mrs. J. 't.' Dale and Mrs.
9.00- -1-2.00
14.5W A. Belt Others took part in an
1 Bulk
140 in'350 pounds
A generous
informal.discussion
15.75
10.00E•s`i.i,ck Cattle
13.60•
Roughs •
donation seas made for us library in
60.00-1000
a country church in Africa.Milk Cows, per head
' The closing prayer was by Miss
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FIREPROOF STEEL BUILDINGS
FOR SALE

JOHN 0. PASCO

F & G Sword Planter Attachment
Pays For Its Cost in Labor-Saving

Paschall
Cleaners
TO CLOSE

e

who have used the modern devic
Which is "Only a drop in the bucket," says farmers

Thursday, 12 O'clock
Noon

T:
TESTIMONIAL BY USERS OF' THE ATTACHMEN

111
11 11111
.
1.111111111111.1111111111.11

BEGINNING FIRST THURSDAY
IN APRIL
Until Further Notice

oo

OTRY PASCHALL

OWNER
1301 West Main

Tel. 87

•.

Murray Live Stock Ccmpany
The Best Market in West Kentucky

nt of the Murray-Benton
The F&G Attachment perfected by Otley Farley, reside
mond, Murray, ha* attracted much
Road, and patented by Mr. Farley ind L. F.1Thur
beOolol. National farming4coh7
interest in the county. Several attachmen.ts have
display at conventions. More
cerns are interested in having the new invention pi
are ordered.
than 100 have been sold in the county, and 500 More

'

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here

This Time-Saving Attachment is on sale at:

A. R. Beale & Son
Munday Equipment & Auto Parts
J. T. Taylor's
L. F. Thurmond's
Farmer Tractor & Implement Co.

I

a hi:

Demonstrations May Be Seen At L. F. THURMOND'S

it

r,

"

5

4

e

et.

4
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ege Teacher Education Conference
.To Be Held At Murray April 6
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FIRST 1200 ARMY FAMILIES MAY
MAY GO TO EUROPE MIDDLEOF APRIL

FASHIONS

Coach Moore Calls
Spring Practice
March 18

munity School" and the object will
Living
be to study "Improving
i Through the Schools". The state
department of education is sponsoring the study in seven counties
in Kentucky. Marshall County is
— --the cooperating county in the conTen teams from seven states-Highlighted with addresses and ference on April 6.
Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Tennesdiscussions hy educators and spe- • Among those who will attend
see, Mississippi, West Virginia, at
cialists from Peabody, Ohio State, will be the county and city superIllinois—are listed on the 'verses
and the University of Kennicky, intendents,. supervisors, one high
football schedule for Murray Stat.
a "Conference on Teacher Educa- school teacher, and one elementary,
Ala
College this fall. Athletic Directui
tion" will be held at Murray State school teacher from each of the
Roy Stewart announced today.
College Saturday, April 6.
counties comprising the First DisHead Coach Jim Moore started
Dr. J. R. Whitaker, professor of trict Education Association. Also
Community slaughter - houses,
geography. Peabody College, Nash- assisting in the conference will be quick-freeze locker plants, farm spring drills Monday, March 18,
Moore
ville, Tenn., will speak on "What the TVA, the University of Ken- shops, a full-time health coordina- with about 35 prospects.
Should be the Content and Em- tucky, the state department, Mur- tor, moving picture machines— said there would possibly be 8 or 9
lettermen out for the spring pracphasis in Subject Matter Courses ray College, and other agencies.
these are but a few of the proLunch will be served at 12:15 in posals Miles Meredith, superin- tice, and several of these would be
Offered in a College Preparing
service men who had lettered in
the
Community the north dining room of Wells tendent of
Teachers 'for
County
McCracken
Hall. At 4 o'clock, a reception Schools, has cutlined for the "com- the days of pre-war football.
School?" at 10 o'clock.
"We'll try my version or the TDr. Carsie Hammonds, professor will be given in the Faculty-Stu- munity service' program of his
formation", Moore opined, "and if
the
of education, University oT Ken- dent lounge of the fine arts build- school system.
is
Paducah
they can't handle it, we'll use more
tucky, Lexington, will speak at' ing.
county seat.
of the single-wing". He is definit1:30 p.m. on "How Develop Needed
Meredith, in a meeting here ly looking for some more players,
Abilities for Effective Teaching in
March 12, said he was seeking the particularly big tackles.
the Community School?"
aid of Murray State College, the
The loss of 'rom Covington,
Extremely slimming and a black dress that lenses color to the face is
• Dv. Laura Zirbea, professor of
Tennessee Valley Authority the flashy frosh from this city, wko IS
the one shown above as pictured in the February issue of Good Houseeducation, Ohio State University,
University of Kentucky, the Kel- expecting to be inducted on Rpril
keeping magazine. An everfast viashable rayon, It is a midnight black with
Columbus, Ohio, will participate in
logg Foundation, and other inter- 2, will be keenly felt by , the
slashes of lime, blue or pink.
the panel discussion that will folested agencies.
'Murray varsity.
low Dr. Whitiiker's address. Others
P. W. Ordway Is Appointed Among the "pertinent educa- The schedule as announced by
who will take part in this panel
- Veteran Housing Manager; tional needs of McCracken Coun- Stewart:
will be Dr. W. G. Nash. chairman,
Houses From Oak Ridge
ty", Meredith listed "an improved September 28--Ohio University at
Doyle,
Prof.
Price
Dr. C. S. Lowry,
Athens. Ohio, 2 p.m.
community service program which
Dr. A. M Wolfson. Murray College;
Seventeen standard dwelling units will enable each high school to be- October 5—Morenead State at Min,Mathis, Marshall County otrailer type, for housing veterans
Eura
ray, 8.30 p.m.
come a more efficient service* centeacher: H L. Smith, city school as students of Murray State College
ter helping end teaching people of October 12 -- Eastern Kentucky
superintendent, Paducah; Prentice have arrived here from Oak Ridge.
State at Murray, 8:30 p.m.
all ages to solve their
Lassiter, superintendent of Callo- Tenn. The first four of the 17 az-(Dad's Day)
said this service problems".H program
way County Schools, Mureeeze Mrs. weasel -Friday, March .15.
Qctober 18—University or ChattaiznmediatelY
chianti_
Constant attention to detail is imperative if
Naomi Wilhoit, Frankfort.
Tenn.., at Chattanooga,
cnnspm
nooga.
P. W. Ordway, former lieuterii-Fil modern community slaughter house
Discussing the topic presented by colonel in the U. S. Army, hairbeen at each cannery", "a quick-freeze
wishes to maintain an even pattern of attractiveness.
Dr. Hammonds will be the follow- appointed veteran housing mana- locker plant at each cannery large October 26--Evansville College at
All the effect of perfect grooming can be destroyed by
min. Dr. G. T, Hicks, chairman, ger, according to President Ralph enough to meet the needs of the
Evansville. Ind., 8 p.m.
Ituria—er College; Dr. R. E. Jaggers, Woods. Mr. Ordway said the col- commdnity", and "an improved November 2—Mississippi State at ragged, broken Angernaff, or a wiAp-of stray -hair marring
- Feankfort; Dr. Annie Ray, Training lege had obtained these 17 units farm shop program which will enState College, Miss., 2 p.m.
the perfection of your coiffure. •
School; Homer Lassiter, Marshall from the Federal Public Housing able farmers to use the shop more November 9—Marshall College 'of
County superseiKr: Mrs. Mayme Y. Authority in addition to the 33 effectively and as often as they
Huntington. W. Va., at Murray
Easiest ways to maintain the constant care that is neces(Homecoming) at 2 p.m.
• Ferguson. superintendent of Liv- housing units secured from Charles- wish".
in an article in the February issue of
Illinois of sary are described
ingston County schools, Smithland; ton, Ind., which have already been
The West Kentucky educator is November 15- -Eastern
2
of
Murree,"
principal
Miss Reba Gillihan,
Charleston. Ill., at
Good Housekeeping magazine which states in part:
located on the Murray campus.
now at work planning a summer
elementary school, Mar ion; Miss
p.m.
The trailer units have been tem- recreational community program
"Brush and comb your hair sev- le-Virginia White James, TVA, Knox- porarily placed on the vacant lot emphasizing health and physical November 22—Illinois Wesleyan of eral times a day and shampoo to
'To pep up thin,,limp hair have
ville, Tenn. .
Bloomington, Ill., at Paducah, reveal those lovely highlights,
a permanent reguletly which will
just east of Ordway Hall on Olive fitness. Roy Stewart, head of the
Dr. Ralph H. Woods. president of Boulevard
2 fo.m.
"Never file nails down at the
physical education department at
your hair body and spring.
Kentucky sides. Let them grow out at the
Murray College, will address the
Murray State, is assisting in The November 28--Western
'Have
it expertly cut in a rather,
Ky.,
TeachGreen,
"The
on
a.m.
group at 9:45
State at Bowling
corners until they are even with
proposal In cooperation with the
ehat creates an
2 p.m.
er for the Cl5mmunity School". The
the pads' of the fingers and they short feather bob
Kellogg Foundation Fund, the presmore hair than you have.
of
break,
illusion
to
meeting will be held in recital hall
liable
less
be
will
county
the
of
program
ent health
• of the fine arts building and the
"For a fresher face change your
"Make symmetrical lip curves by
will provide for a full time health
program will open with music at
practising on your mouth until you makeup oftener. When a bit of recoordinator and; physical fitness
oContinued from Page 1 o
9:30.
have • clear idea of the best shape pair is called for, take off the old
director, Meredith explained. "This
The conference theme will be: there is no limit on the number of program will be established on
for your lips. Then prectite drew„estit on a brand
"Training the Teacher for the Corn- separate jobs which may be under- July 1. 1946", he said.
lag at on your hand until perfect coat entirely and
make yqu look
new one. It w
achieved,
is
symmetry
mataken While the order is in effect.
picture
moving
ne'e'
Three
ounger.
ands,
brighter
have
never
Phone 410-J
mouth
prettier
a
"For
In other words, homes built to chines have been bought by the
Ihipkinsville ?Ugh School won
wash
sell to veterans at $f0.000 or less high schools of the county, for use the First Regional Debate atm- smudged lips or feathered edges. "To mastett oily skin shine,
For Suffariwg
doeen'ti your face with soap and water three
less
or
a
$80
month
or to rent at
Friday evening. Choose a lip stick. that
in the visual aid program. He also pionship
here
Use cake
will continue to be eligible for pri- plans to add additional buses and March 22, defeating Toed County bleed. and apply it with a brush in times a day if you can
Humanity
suppress the glisten aril
oriey help in obtaining scarce ma- replaces the ernes that are worn out High of Elkton, Ky, in the final a clean, firm outline that istemits i1tikgttp to
gi
your skin a neat mat filch'
all day.
MINERAL FUME
Other, more expensive,
Aerials.
Academic proposals include "a round of the 8-team tournament pattern
homes will be authorized only longer school term-9 months for held during the 2-day speech and
when construction will not impede all the children", and "a qualified music festival at Murray
State
the veterans program.
teacher for every teaching position College.
CPA
To carry out the new order.
in the county".
Hopkinsville was represented e
Relieves the Agony o
is setting up a regionel construcdebate by Phil Cornette. Lewis
tion office in each of the 71 cities
Bert Sapitisley, and
Faulkner.
where the Federal Housing AdriftBobby Cayce. They were cached
has
offices.
titration
ARTHRITIS. LUMBAGO.
by Eugene Gough. Todd County
Working with each of these CPA
NEURITIS. SCIATICA
High veks represented by Diana
commitan
be
advisory
will
offices
Weatherford. Edith ('hastain. John
tee of prominent citizens. who
John F. Class
and Leonard Curry. Henry
Brabant,
the
of
editor
-Small said. "Will screen each pro-J Barry Bingham,
has E Kell was their debate coach.
Courier-Journal,
ject in the. light of the ,eculiarities1 Louisville
Todd County defeated Tilghman
been scheduled as speaker for the
of the local situation,
in the semi-final
twenty-third annual commence- High of Paducah
Q. Are weed seeds normally lungFRANCES BRADLEY
round. while Hopkinsville drew a
lived?
Want Ads cover and discover a ment exercise at Murray State Coltilt.
the final
lege Monday evening, May 27, at 8 bye to
multitude of needs.
1110W. Ma*
It is hard to believe, but neverA.
"
,
Eliminated in the three qualify'
o'clock, Dr. Ralph H. Woods, prestheless true, that weed seeds may
Trainine,
••••m••••••••••••••••••••••-4••
were
Murray
rounds
ing
announced.
ident, recently
produce plants as long as forty
li? and
years after the seeds ripened. Fee
Having served overseas for 39 Trigg County High of Calcv
this reason, the fight against wtv4im
months, Mr. Bingham was released Murray High. To qualif s or the
must be continuous and
from the Navy aswcommander, De- semi-final round, each teem had to
unrelenting.
He received the win at least two of tate first three
cember, 1945.
Bronze Star for Navy press ar- debates.
The question debated was the Q. What causes some turkeys to derangements for the Normally landvelop a crop which is excessively
high school question: "Restate
pubwas
he
ing. During 1943-44
long, flabby, aed pendulous?
male
•
able-bodied
every
that
solved
S.
lic relations officer for the U.
be due to
Naval Forces in Europe. He went citizen of the United States should A: A pendulous crop mayconditions,
heredity, to climatic
'on active duty with he Navy as have one year of full time military
or both. Gorging water after going
training before attaining age 24."
Lieutenant in May of 1941.
without it during hot, dry periods,
Born in Louisville February 10. Todd County and Hoptinsville won
or the consumption of coarse dry
rounds,
qualifying
their
Cum
of
three
all
Magna
AB
his
grass or other high fibrous ma1908. he has
Laude from Harvard. He has been while Tilghman won two and lost / *crisis are contributing factors.
• GARDEN SEED
• FIELD SEED
a reporter. Washington correspond- one. Murray Training and Trigg
the 'County lost all-three, while Murray Q. How much does it cost the farmer
for
writer
ent. editorial
Louisville High lost two and won one.
for each pig that dies?
and
Courier-Journal
Murray. Kentucky
Approximately 600 high school
Times, and now serves as editor of
. Corraidering the feed cost to be
the Courier-Journal, And president students of West Kentucky are
Telephone 101
; rents per pound,the U. S. Depart110 North Third Streetment of Agriculture eetimaece
of the corporation that publishes competing in the annual music and
and speech festival, M. 0. Wrather. festhat the money-lqes for a dead pig
Courier-Journal
"You Never Pay More At Ross Feed Store"
the
both
is as follows:
Times. ;10(1 operates radio station tival chairman, told the College
II•m•wor
$2.A0
Pig dead at birth
News. Besides the debates, piano
5.20
and vocal roles were held FriPig dead at weaning
day. Schee-haled for today (SatPig dead 8 weeks after
7.20
.
weaning
urday. March 23) are other speech
'events, group mpsic (vocal and inAdding the cost of labor and overhead, the cost of each deed pig
strumental), and instrumental solos.
reaches an even higher total.
Schools represented in music,inFortunately, scientific manageelude tilghman, Hat, Murray
ment and sanitation practicel
High. 'Murray Training. Me
have substantially reduced tomes
Lone Oak, Heath. Reidland. and
from cholera and other preventable diseases.
Central of Clinton.
•
Schools .entering other speech
events today include the slit whg Q. Does the feeding of wheat germ
oil boost the fertility of dairy
had debate teams and the follow-

MEREDITH PLANS
SERVICE PROGRAM
FOR COUNTY NEEDS

5

Seek Aid From
College, TVA,
Other Agencies

•
aft,

17 TRAILER UNITS
ARRIVE FOR VETS

Constant Care is Impel:ative
To Preserve Women's Beauty
-a woman

a

e

ay, Ky.

•

RESTRICTIONS ON

Music and Speech
Festival Held at
Murray State

Ryukyus will start after May 1,
anDepartment has
the War
Dependents previously
nounced.
have been Authorized to travel to
the Bahamas, the Panama Canal
Zone, the Antilles, Brazil, Bermuda, Newfoundland, Alask a,
Aleutian Islands, Hawaii, and the
Marianas.
Each family going to Europe
will get a house or other living
unit, the size depending on the
number of dependents. All will be
located close to military posts.
The Army will provide hospitalizaeion, medicel care, recreauon,
commissaries, and Amy exchange
service. Schools wilT not be provided by the War Department, but
that
community
it is expected
educational systems will be set up
with some of the dependents as
teachers.
Each dependent may take along
one piece of hand baggage and
one foot locker or steamer trunk
plus 350 pounds for adults and 175
pounds for ecch child under 12.
Dependents of the four lower
grades of enlisted men must pay
their own way to the port of embarkation. Dependents of °rakers
and enlisted men of the top tliree
grades will be transported to the
port at government expense.
, Aboard ship, all et the dependents must pay for meals at the rate
of $1.50 a day foe adults, 75 cents
Kappa Delta Pi will have an ina day for children three to eight
new
eight
its
itiation dinner for
years old, and 25 cents a day for
members at the Woman's Club
children under three.
house in Murray at 6:30 p.m.,
April 5.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
;tom V-J Day to the end of 1945,
Murray State College. Will be the triffic deaths rose 36 per cent over
Eberhardt,
Betty
guest speaker.
1944 the National Safety Council
Owensboro. will give a vocal ses reporti.'"
lection and Frances Jordan. Peducah, will give a fipte selection.
Traffic accidents to children 5-14
The new members to be initiated
erg Mary Esther Bottom. Arnold. years old increased 24 per cent in
Wirtala, Gene Graham, Aliese 1945. according to the National
James, Margaret Feltner, Gertie Safety Council.

WASHINGTON, March 27—The
issued
today
Department
War
orders for the first 1,200 Army
wives and children to go to Europe to start about the middle of
April.
Legislation In Congress would
authorize all ranks arid grades to
traneport household goods overseas at government expense. Existing law aethorizes such transportation Only for officers and for
enlisted men in the top three
grades.
The 1,200 women and children
affected by today's order were
selected by the theater commander
on the basis of priorities established by the War Department.
Movements of dependents to the
Philippines, Japan, Korea, and the
-—

KAPPA DELTA P1
TO HAVE DINNER
FOR 8 INITIATES
Dr. Ralph Woods
Is Scheduled as
Guest Speaker

Morris, Norma Satnons, and Elizabeth Williams..
Mrs. G. T..'Hicksis chairman of
the social,e'committee which will
make arrangements for the dinner.
All .members who are attending
the dinner are urged to make reservations with Miss Ruth Ashmore.
cerresponding secretary, not later
esin April 3.

The value of property destroyed
by fire in 1945 was $455,000,000, or
7 per cent more thao in 1944, the
National Safety Council reports.
Deaths in railroad accidents at
grade crossings went up 4 per cent
in 1945, according to the National

Safety council.

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
- at H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

1

BATHS

Rheumatism

Editor Scheduled
As Speaker For
Commencement-

The Following Garages Will
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FEDERAL FERTILIZER

A'I'

3-9-6
4 - 12 - 8
2 - 12 - 6
3 - 12 - 12
A Quality Fertilizer for every Farm Need
WE DELIVER
Nitrate of Soda, Vigoro, Ammonium
Nitrate

12 O'Clock Noon

on SATURDAY

ROSS FEED COMPANY

Beginning
FIRST SATURDAY IN APRIL

enton

much
4c011More

BABY CHICKS - FEEDS - SEEDS

Place Your Order Now For Baby Chicks
CHALLENGER FEEDS
Starting Mash.. Laying Mash .. Dairy Feed.. Hog Feed
Seed Corn... Jap Seed... Red Top Seed
Fertilizer and Garden Seed
Chick Feeders and Waterers ... Aluminum Corrugated
'Roofing
WE ALSO BUY EGGS and CREAM
Your Business Is Appreciated

Murray Feed Store
ROME ELKINS, Owner

103 No th Third Street

Until Further Notice

Cable Motor Company
Stokes-Billington

ing: Benton. Butler of Princeton.
Guthrie, and Lynn Grove.
A. No: this conclusion was reached
after -extensive research at the
Research Farm of Purina Mills in
.
WHAS.
1936,and has since been confirmed
Mr. Bingham is overseer of Harbywork done at Cornell University.
vard College, and on the 'board of
trustees' of Berea,. College, and
and
Q. Does the preiience of large
Louisville Collegiate School. He is
numerous "milk veins" in the
married and has four children.
udder of a cow indicate that she
I
will be a heavy milk producer?
at,
exercises
Commencement
Murray 'Staff; have been Changed
I
DeS.
V,
the
says
not,
Probably
A.
from the traditional Thursday to
partment of Agriculture. These
Monday .scz that parents and friends
external veins assist in carrying
ot the graduates may be, here for
blood away from, and not to, the
udder. Moreover, the internal
teeth the baccalaureate and , comare apparently large enough
veins
mencement exercises. according to '
to return all the blood from .the ,L
President Woods. s
udder.
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ibLASSITIED ADS

Dr. J. J. Dorman To
FOR SALE--Stalk cutter. practic- FOR SE--Electrie stove, baby E. P. BRANDON AWARDED
Leave Calloway County
ally new: also 6 year old black stroll , and baby pen. Call Cal- COMMENDATION RIBBON
lp
I
mare mule, 16 hands high. See lie ale 372-J.
MANILA, P. I. K I'. Brandon,
Dr, J. J. Durinan, graduate-77rT. S. Chester. Kirksey R I.
coxswain. Route 4. Murray, Ky..
Kckerbocker ce
RENT
recently- awarded the Navy erinarian here for the past two
merit mixer. with or without oper- a'OR SALE - One planter. Jo
Unit Commendation - Ribbon for year: is leaving Murray April I
ator. the-half bag Rapacity. See Deere, latest model, good
dimeritorious service with the. Ship
_
r
to practicin
W. B. Gupton. Kirksey. R 2. A4p von. ft•rttitzer attachment/* -2
salvage. Fire Fighting and- Rescue
J. C. MITCHELL IN KOREA
have reDorman
Mrs.
and
Dr.
miles east of _Dexteg-TpsfJoiletly
Unit, based here.
JINSEN. KOREA Welayecti --J.
c_ntly purchased a new home on
by
made
commendatton,*
The
first class,
South Twelfth street., They are ofFOR SALE-,One ordson tractor, a. Mitchell. seaman,
aboard Secretary of the Navy Forrestal fering this home • for sale, before
douhe disc plow DSNR. Hazel. is serving
goad shape, wi
"extremely
herTy
. GA. a Lind ship lauded the unit for
.heUSST0R
leaving. Dr. Dorman has purehass
-JAYE YOUR ANTIQUE OIL lamp
. and double jthidem disc. I mile lock based
meritorious service in support of
a large farm in Indiana where
-led
_Penny - Noah Wilmade' into an electac. Call Cor- northeast
operation's in the Philip
will continue his veterinary
Del igned for the invasion of military
• neneatealerne_aervice_Store. Pheanl.,
lp
'
pine' Island; from -Oeteber 1944 to •I'l
and operate the farm.
practice
ori0
'Tapan,
was
the
Tortuga..
GroEnd
West
to
588 Next door
Jun: 1945."
SALE-2-eye coal hot water "'enema whn the war ended. She
tf
Dr. and Mrs. Dorman have been
cery.
eater; also an oil cook stove. Call topped at Saipan. Taku. Chinactive in the civic and church afSgt. Bynum Puckett was dis- fairs hero. They will be missed by
lp w angtao ani Okinawa before ar539-W.
TO THE. PARTY who called a
aving at this port in De::ember to charged from the Army Medical all their acquaintancEs and friends.
mornir
home Sunday
My
Corps at JefLrson Barracks. Mon- Mrs. Dorman is president of the
Please reeiro the coverrdish. FOR SALE-One 3-burner Boss supply occupational troops.
• day, March 18. He wrved with Girl Scout Council and a leader
lp kerosene stove with oven. See Mrs. John L. Lortg.
the Medical Corprin North Afri- of one troop,
CARD OF THANKS
Rev. Buron Richerson, 3 miles
and was for 18 months in the.
ca,
on
of
Lynn
Grove
Murray
west
We wish tip take this method of
lc thanking each and every one for Aleutians and Alaska. He wears
highway
American, and Patheir kindness during the illness :he European.
afie theat. r ribbons and the Good
lot
corner
of
on
FOR
SALE--One
Will pay cash delivered
of
SALE
ind
'
our
death
and
husband
for
BOOKS
RECpRD
FARM
Conduct anJ Victory ribbona Sgt.
Streets.
80x225
11th
and
Sycamore
ac.
wish
Vie
to
especially
uncle.
Fri.-Sat., March 29-30
keeping
thing for
--Just t
Pucleett had many interesting_ excoun,,s6f everything on the farm. feet. See Isabel Parks, 1106 Syc- 'hank Dr. C. H. Jones 'Ind Dr.
- 25c
which
he says. one of
Heavy Hens
.
lp Halts- -Dr. Jones for his kiiid ani periences.
one; and see how records ma) amore Street
la
22c
the ball game played ist night Leghorn Hens
was
untiring efforts; Eld. Watson for
easily kept. Price $1,25- -Led15c
June' 21, by the light of the Roosters
tf FOR SALE--I will offer for sale his kind and consoling words; the last
ger & Times.
on Saturday. April 6. at 10 o'clock. Churchill Funeral Home for the midnight sun.
28c
Eggs
•
FOR SALE 20 head of strictly the following items: Household kind afficient seraice. We thank
Prices subject to change
four anct kitchen 'furniture. canned each and everyone for the beautiRural inane deaths increased et
first .alass work mules: tr
without notice
farming
and
vegetables,
fruits
the
to
aa floral ufferings. May
God's per cent in '945, according
• to seven years old - W. D. Mcmowing
hay
rake,
tools
including
Rural
ti
ichest blessings rest upon each of National Safety Council.
Swain. Paris. Terin.
machine tools, cultivator, disc you is our prayer-Mrs. Floy Lay- deaths were 60 per.-cent of the total
Phone 441
hargkw. 2-row planter, 2-horse cock and Brownie.
So. 13th St.
traffic toll in 1945.
ECONOMY FEED AND
plow, and other 1-horse farming
SEED STORE
tools--J. R Newton, Hazel Route
New
Mason Chapel. lp
3, northeast

.4•••

".••••••••.

••=•••••

For Rent

2c per word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.

_ N WANTED 11 I. I il REMOVED
! from face, arMs, and legs by the
. modern method of Electrolysise-L, approved - by physicians. Thit
ICE Do v
XANTED - Mattresses to rebuiid.
method is permanent a n d painit get it at the LEDGER &
We will pack up your old MatWilliams, R.N.,.Phont
Tian S with your initials printed , *.reses rr.1 make them new. - less. Cyrene
Su
It's 1 ,Paris Mattress Co.. G. S. Jacason. 162-W
.
. a- in any layle type you select
boxed _too. so you. can keel) • it
E Washington St. Paris. Tenn.
FARMERS &
.cloari to the last sheet
tf ATTENTION --- Dead horses,
'Phone 979-W. day phone 3

F

. Notices
-

II

Services Offered

1

-

STOCK MEN

For)aie

MONUMENTS

I‘nted

and

cusTo

-

2

VANILLA
WAFERS,
6-oz. pkg.

BANANAS, ripe,
pound
LETTUCE,
large heads
CELERY,
large stalks
FRESH FLORIDA
TOMATOES, pound
FRESH CUCUMBERS,
pound
FRESH PINEAPPLE,
each

10c

FRESH BAKERY
PIES, each 38c
1 -lb. box 19c

APPLES, Winesap,
2 pounds

29c

SWEET POTATOES,
Portp Rica, lb.

SYRUP

Lost and Found

9c

18c
15c
35c
35c

Ab•••

COFFEE, 7-Day,
23c
pound
FLOUR, Snowbuddy,
$1.40
White, 25-lb. sack
PICKLES,,Dill or Sour,
25c
pint jar
SALAD DRESSING,
35c
quart
FRUIT COCKTAIL,
S1.34
gallop
PINEAPPLE JUICE,
83c
gallon

DRESSED HENS,
small size
FRYERS, home grown,
dressed, pound
CHUCK ROAST,
A-A Grade, pound
STEAK, AA Grade,!b.
TENDERIZED HAM,
pound •
FRANKFURTERS,lb
Dressed

Pound

49c
59c

a

FOR SALE-Two steel cots with
Mattresses, and one librart table.
See Mrs. Opal Pitman. 503 Olive,
lc
or telephora 48.W.
_
•_ _a.
FOR SALl-Due to ill health. I
will sell my woodworking plant.
chinery. tools and stock-B. A
Rhodes. Wingo. Ky
•
FOR SALE-Wooden double bunk.
real twin bed size, complete with
ladder, two coil springsb two gOod
felt mattresses, and finished in
light gray enamel. Phone 362. lp

Guaranteed Foods

51c
29c
45c

IECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Telephone 130

SPOTLIGHT, Lb. 21c 3-Lb. bag 59c

dH
RoEuNnC
FP
25c

COFFEE
FOR SALE-, New Perfection
stove. 4-burner. Phone 515.

oil
lc

Prince Albert, Velvet, Half and Half

POPULAR BRANDS -

FOR SALE-- Light cream registered Cocker Spaniel female. 1
year old Championship pedigreeSee or wrr.e Harmon E. Brasher.
1p
Murray State College.

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

FOR SALE---I will offer to sell at
auctiiin Saturday at 1:00 p.m., at
Lynn Grey.,a pair of mule colts,
lp
on year-old. D E. Fain:

Fancy t nseetrned
N. 2 can

12,. l,argc

29e

Sliced White
KROGER'S CLOCK
LargeL020-oezs.
19`
we
BREAD 2

43c

AMERICAN MAID

FINEST BRAND

c
83

EACH
6 BOX" 23c

MATCHES

BROOMS
C. Club

Wiscos - Ex.Std. Quality
NO. 2 CAN
PEAS

12c

Vacuum Packed
Golden Bantam
14c
12-oz. can

Fancy

CORN

Cello, bag

3 Bars

.xbazvt.)$2.85 15-Lb. Peck 45c
prbo
A p-L
00

EATSIENEGD OR
POTATOES

5-

I ROUND
Bunch

10c

afrUCE LargeStSzedos

RADISHES
HEAD

Snowy White

25c

CAULIFLOWER
Quarts
O
Y NI6N

I

LOIS

CE

2

SETS

zoez.

3 dsiozzA Se

1Or

ERY

8-Pound Bag

ORANGES

FLORIDA

63c

Pound

BULK

35c

PORK SAUSAGE
Pound

Skinned.
FISH

WHITING

27c

Dressed
Pound

FANCY RED
SALMON

40c

STEAKS
Pound

BONELESS
COD

FISH

35c

FILLETS
BONELESS NORTHERN

sORK

Pound 310

See the new . ..
LEJAY ELECTRIC OUTBOARD
MOTOR

A
Eg'
a

Pound

39c

PIK.E FILLETS

35c

BOLO

LARGE JUICY
Pound

Pound
FRANKS

NA

BULK

Speed 1 to to- 10 miles per hour, Weight 21 pounds.
f

LARD

Pound

Pound
18c

rzn?

$43.50

Luta

NOW ON SALE Al'

'29c

DAISY

RUNS 10 HOURS ON ONE BATTERY CHARGE

100-Lb; Bag
$3.66
MASH

40c

CHEESE

WESCO STARTING & GROWING
100-Pound bag $3.97
ASH

M

KROGER SPECIAL DAIRY FEED, 16 per cent
LEE'S SERVICE STATION
•

Hardin, Kentucky

c

Ntrig l
SALTED PEA9

18c

OLIV - ILO SOAP

I

Price

21c

TOMATO JUICE

38c

ORANGE JUICE

Large 46-oz. can

C. CLUB FANCY

Large 38-oz. can

FANCY QUALITY

s* ONION SETS, White, Red, Yellow,

$3.14
quart 5c

•

_ •_

+m4

• -e-e."-aa-eriesaaasie.,
•

•••••••••••••

•••11.

5.
nINTIOMmin,

-••••••••••••

•

1
$"

10-Lb. Sack
CORN MEAL
'

1 lc

25-Pound Sack

COUNTRY CLUB
FLOUR

I an, deeply grateful for the
many letters, worde of comfort,
and kind rintaaT from - my fronds in
Calloway county since the death
of my husband. To know that
'still have kind and thoughtful
friends bark home is wonderful. I
get lonesaime for Murray, but will
6 Mnilern hone'and 10+remain in LePli Angeles where I I
FOR SALE2:leper of larld'an Hazel Highway. have a horMs But I will be think' 3-4 arale from cay limits. Full ing of, and wishing for all my
-ire bawment, fu:nace heat, tub friends the Lest of everything.
Thela- South,
, and' shower bath. hardwooa floor's,
6204-Striekland Ave.
builtflr; cabinets ,- Galen 'Thur.
Los Angeles. Calif.
lp

Absolutely noiseless.

46-oz can

ale or No. 2 can 13c StanNdoard2(Lunality
nidue
oa
Avv

Card of Thanks

SALE

10c

Pocket Tin

GREEN BEANS

1

OR SALE--Sevin room amuse If
wrecked, lumber is good for other
buildine purposes -William Stewlp
.rt. Faxon.
_
--r.
.i.OR SALE-- Why. laa_ay hisussarent
See our houae trailers. Also ideal
nd . vaeaaaning
for camping
Al&
laylar Motor-Co

TOBACCO

"
1
'
CIGARETTES carton

31c
44c

FRESH RIVER FISH

Rudolph Thurman, Owner

RoggessProduceCo. •

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors,
friends and relatives who so
thuughtfully assisted us to bear our
sorroje while our mother. Mrs
'Flora Bogard. slumbered in our
home We so much appreciate the
preffi'Dowers and everything that
FOR SALE -Gladiola- bulbs, good was so kiqdly ministered. We
blooming size -5s each. Mrs. I. T. thank Vester Orr and wife for the
MOW sweet songs. Also we thank the
Crawford. Murray Rt. 2_
-- -- choir that assisted in singing.. We
- FARM FOR SALE -113 acres, 85 in shall ever cherish the comforting
timber. 20 tenable. 10 sowed dawn. words if Bro. Henson, Bro PasTwo springs. Site for building. chall. and the Dailey Funeral home
Part of Jes.a. Smith farm. 1 1-2 for their kind and efficient sermiles itaiith of brewers. Also seed vice-. -Mr. alai .Mrs. Tolbert Hareatcher a air sale '- M...Daisy mer,: Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Flagard
.
I.oyett.
-- - • -- - - a - CARD OF THANKS
of
bales
hundred
-Five
SALE
' raft
We wish, to ex'press our heartfelt
of
.imothy and five hundred bales
thanks to our friends and neigh!ed top hay for sale One dollar bors for the kindness shown durRobert- ing the illness and death of our
or- haindred
86e2.80 dear wife and mother. Mrs. Charlie
are Route 1
also to Dr. Butterworth
SALE-:- Good top htleay and William.;:
for their faithaarness. used very little- R. B. and Dr. McDevitt
lp ful service: Bro. Wilson and Bro
.
White. Route I.
Cone 'for ,heir consoling words.
.
_
F OR SALE--One building sae_ Pa Vester Orr and choir for their beaucret on the cas.t...sidc of .E.ggner.I. tiful :singing. the'ChurchillFuner-_.
Ferry highway near Morsis Ser- al Home for every act of kindness.
.. ICC Station. a miles from Ferry;I and for the beautiful Floral offeri,etwe'en two roads, near four ings. May GodS richest. blessings
• hurchea; '2 miles from Faxon rest on each and every one of-you
High School: on bas Tina arid milk -Mr. Charley' Williams and .Chilaute. Site is cheap at $1.500. Can dren.
._
le
.0e °wirer at Service Station,

FOR

LOOK!

LOOK!

I

25c

s1.5°

Gallon

PURE CANE

11c

•

Miscellaneous

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN- KEMP MOVING COMPANY op. caws and hogs removed promptly.
The Terrple Hill Church has elect- eratos in more than half of the free of charge in keel bed trucks.
ed the undersigned as its cemetery United States. Van Service. Oc- Call contra Phene 591 --Mr. Mira
church crates .in Arkansae Kentucky, Vance. Murray. Ky.. agent fur Ka.
also b the
eommatee:
If
to Tennessee, Georgia, Nliaaissippi, Animal It. -Pr. hats Co.
Vie committee
authorized
main- Alabama. North Carolina. South
clean. level. seed and
the Temple Hill ceme= Carolina. Missouri. Virginia Flortain
t.ry. and following the instruc- ida. Illinois. Indiana. Iowa, Louistions of the Church. the Commit- iana, Maryland. Michigan, Net.' Murray Marble & Granite Works
tee will begin immediately the Jersey. New'York. Ohio, .6klaho- East Maple St, near Depot Telejob of cleaning Thee cemetery. ma, .Penevey-leania, Texas. West phone 121 Porter White and L D
leeeling -of mounds and filLng Virginia. District of Celumbia and atitialand,4!.anagers.
low places. and the preparatio;i of Deleware. Call 861 Daytime. 966 at
Melt 4ti
. the surface far seeding. -Markers night. Paris, Tann,
STREAMLINED WRECKER SERnow erteated wall not ,be disturbed.
VICE. New equipment. 24-h r,
MEMQRIALS
a
be
al
stones.
istuall
markers
and
fast, ,depeadable Wrecker_ g..ice
Coin
anurnera
al
Comity_
agallaway
graves'
tuunarkeel
P'aaatl at all
.
_
Res reasonable. Day- -phone
ny. Vcater A Orr. sales mana'Signed: John Grogan. Chairm
ter Mo97. Night phone 424Street
. West Main
nry- Chil- ger. Phone 85
FiKkeen.
J len
tery Company. Chevr et Sales and
ti
4artended.
dress.
tl
Service.
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH
IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF TYP- HELM'S APPROVED' CHICKS
ING. PAPER. second sheets, or Officially .pullorum
controlledat the Holder . four world records typewriter ribbon call
HAMMERMILL
tf
Ledger dr Times.
TO BUY typewriters, addrecords ver 300 eggs. Free I W
Custom Grihding
machines, crsh registers and
100
cent
per
Bulletin
Brooding
PUBLIC SALE - House-head-- ani
Mixing
ed office furniture. -- Kirk A.
- HELM'S
Monday. live arrival. postpaid
furnishings.
kitchen
Six Days a Week
phone
Pool. alp Main St.. or
020CHICKS. Paducah. Ky
April 1, at 1 p.m.. at the Brigham
'
GO.
'Headquarters for
Futrell farm on Murray Route 3. POST WAR. As soor-ri-a.:: atitabls
1 ntle from Elm Grove Church we will have a compiet
me of ,WANTED Man •a• woman to op- PURINA FEEDS 8; SEEDS
on East Highway:. 1 Irving room Westinghouse Electrical( ppleince. erate cream station in Dealer or
U rirFRRY
arew Per- also complete-line qiltas &pallet:
tectrbowellette
`,1a teeperierce requir
H. MeCUISTON
fection range•tal stove. J. bed and ces to be used water Shellane Bot- Write Box Ill. Dresden, Tensprings. 2 dresseas. 1 ianerspring tled Gas PurcleartS Hardware. North nessee.
A4p
P
-SALE-LOak desk .tray, kites,
. mattress, 1 liraastairie- - 2
-el - binder's-Singer sewing machine. chairs.
WANTED -- Play pen and high size: letter files, past
'GRINDING and MIX- chair. Call 551-J.
(Jitter articles too numerous to
lp Dar. 9 1-4 x 11 3-8. Call at
tf
all kinds -of feeds. BroadLedger & Times.
mention. In case of rain sale will ING
Wei. WANTED-One or 2-room
Hybrid seed corn.
light
-1 bt
be held .fallowing day.
Red
One
- a
ednesdaya and Saturdays-- Eu- housekeepini- quarters. reasonably FOR SALE -Number
NOTICE - Will the person wh
gene Rogers and Kenton Miller, priced. air vea•ran's wife and Top Hay. See Walter Trevathan.
em
picked up my bill fold,.
A4p baby. Call Red Cross. 299.
miles southeast of Murray on
Lynn Grove.
lc
the
Mr2lp
Bank of Murray please ket
Buchanan Road. .
t the SINGER SE-WING MACHINE rep- •
nd return or'
money
-s I have resentative of Paducah will be in
purse in the mail box
FOR SALE-Ten-room house and
Murray each Thursday at the
lot in alalurray. Corner 6th and
aome vera importanypapersan it
lp 1 FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO
Poplar.'or would trade for farm
Cleatus
mule
horse
black
LOST--Small
SUPPLY STORE We are equipCall or write N. M Jones, 92 Ger,Mon
disappeared
Monday.
bought
.CARD IF THANKS
ped to repair any make machine
ald, Apt. 16, Highland Park 3
empress oiir apprecia- Free estimates given: all : work day night; . Finder notify George
We wish
A4p
Mich: phone TO-56459.
lp
Spruci;-Street.
neighbors and friends guaranteed. All 'calls made arev- Crider. 216
tion to o
a. sympathy and kindness ;eels!): will be taker, care of promFOR SALE-12-ton lee plant and
who
On square, gold baket, residence on same lot. ,Will sell or
dui g the "illneas and death if ptly For service call 135
tt FOUNDmay
with army insignia .Owner
dear mother. Mrs. Willie Boglease for seaman with- eptiop to
same and payKr than the. Churchill Fti- , On th,' basis of tell Ye-ars caPe- have by identifying
buy. For details write or we Aso
Cvss
nt rat Home for their kindness; also rience. Kansas State Beard .c? ing for this ad.
G Roberts. P. 0. Box _142. Bardinachinshow
that
Mr2117
. Rev Lloyd Wilson for his excel- Health records
well. Ky.
Cloth Bag, List Tiles- - knt service and our friends for I ery, excluding rearanr veh:cles. was LOST -Black
Liberal
uptown.
afternoan,
FOR SALE-Columnar pada post
:heir beautiful floral offerings and involved in NO per !rent .of all larm_ .clay
reward Telephone 424 or 97 lc binders, ledgers, ledger sheets.
work f aloes
T' Chaaaa
Scotch tape. call- at the Ledger &
- tf

I

'vas'

SERVICE NOTES

t,
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SECTION TWO — SIX PAGES

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

ate vetList two
April 1

THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1946

ATOM BOMBS MAY-DO-WHAT JAP NAVY COULDN'T!

tave rewrite on
• are ofbefore
pun:hasa where
.terinary
rm.
ve been
arch afissed by
friend,.
of the
leader

HEY'LL feel the destructive orce of the atomic bomb!
Here are seven of the 97 target ships to be tested in
Operation "Crossroads," atomic bomb tests scheduled for
May and July. The scene will be Bikini Atoll
lie
Marshall Island group.

T

The tests will be conducted by an Army-Navy-Civilian
group under the Navy's Vice Admiral W. H. P. Blandy.
In early May, tin A-bomb Will be exploded above the
ships, followed by a.surface test ia..early July, and ,a
deep-water explosion later. Total personnel strength for

Murray Boy Scout Troop 45 to Re-register
for Year 1946-47; Deadline Is April 1
Members of the troop re-registerMonday, April 1, is the deadline
for members of Boy Scout Troop ing last Monday were as follows:
45 to re-register for the year 1946.Bill Pogue, William Hughes, Bud47, according to an announcement dy Buckingham, Bill
Ferguson,
made today by Scoutmasters Ralph William
Jones,
Parker, Jimmie
Wear and Everett Jones.
'•
Bobby McDougal, Max Moore, Don:
Application for tne new charter ald Tucker, Harold Alton, Bobbie
and registration dues of Troop 45 Carson, Jimmie The :nasson, Clegg
mutt be in the council office with- I Austin, James Bondurant, Buddy
in a few days, Wear said. "We Valentine. Thomas Hopkins. Dickie
must' have all dues in by Monday Berry, Jimmie Love. Walter Moser,
night, April 1, at 9 o'clock to meet Gene Dunn. Donald Starks, Chad
the final deadline set by our coun- Stewart. Torn Lamb, Bobby Cole,
cil executive." Scoutmaster Jones 'Jerry Van Carson, Gene Wells, 0.
B. Boone, Pat Elkins, Castle Pardeclared.
ker, Oliver C. McLerriore, Joe
Cable, Bobby Hargis, David C. Outproaches consumer demand.
land, Kenneth Wayne Smith.
2. That no maximum price shall
Will Mac Jones will complete his
that
commodity
be placed on any
does not reflect toithe producer the Tenderfoot tests this week and will
cost of production plus a realm- register Monday night.
Bill Pogu-,. and Castle' Parker,
able profit.
3. Gradual removai of all sub- .Eagle Scouts. of Troop 45 and residies, especially on agricultural cently discharged from U. S. Armed
commodities, and proportionate in- Forces, have returned to Murray
creases of the prices upon such and will have charge of Handicraft,
Leathercraft, Beadwork and Field
commodities.
Rep. Woleatt is propoaing also Wock. Pogue has the Gold Palm
that the OPA new lease on life be and is the highest ranking scout
limited to nine months, not a year, in Calloway County.
and that continuation of rent conRecorded history gives no evitrols be accompanied by clarifying
legislation forcing "a realistic de- dence that the "elders" have ever
fining of a person's right to relief approved the habits of 'he rising
generation.
in hardship cases."

the operation' will reach 37,000, the Navy crews of the
operating and target ships constituting the majority.
This is the first of a series of layouts on ships of the
target unit. Represented here are each of the combatanttype ships to be used in the tests.

)K!,ered

)-30
25.7.
22c
15c
28c
hange

! CO.

ine 441
Official U S Navy Phorograph

Commissioned In January, 1941, the submarine l'SS Tuna made 13 war patrols. She sank and damaged
an estimated 75,000 tons of Japanese shipping and completed three special assignments In 687 days at
sea. All but three of her patrols lasted over 50 clays, and she is credited Mith 11 lap ships sunk and seven
damaged.

Offictal U.S Navy Photograpb

The aircraft carrier Saratoga, oldest In the Navy today. Is one of two carriers to undergo the tests. The
-Sara," seven Wires annourred sunk by the Japanese. has been in 17 major engagements or air strikes,
from the early attacks on Guadalcanal to the -Hnal blows against the Japanese home islands. She was
torpedoed twice, and at Iwo Jima sustained the heaviest Kamikaze attack oh a !Angle ship to that date.

ATTENTION
•

Severity Of Attack On OPA May
Change Shape In Which Controls
May Stand After Sunday, June 30

0115r1•1 U S Navy

WASHINGTON --The Severity of
the attack on OPA before Congress
cast- doubts rn the shape in which
price controls will survive after
June 30.
With large segments of business
and industry demanding an end of
owles and other
OPA. Chester 13.
members of the administration economic high command decided to
return to Capitol Hill next week
to plead again for a one-year new
lease on life for he pricing agency
In its present form.
Moreover, Bernard M. Baruch,
presidential adviser, was Invited

,-,ph

Battle-veteran of the Pacific the Sims-elass destroyer 1,:n§ Anderson has a preapat .11&14
.War 11 record
based on participation in the Battles of Midway, Coral Sea. and Santa Crux, and- tit tat of the landings at Tarawa. Guadalcanal. Kwajalein, Kiska, Sansapne, Morctal, and Leyte The vessel also rescued
more than I 1100 officers and men from the sinking carriers Lexington, l'orktwern, Wasp, and Hornet
Thy tiiderson was damaged heavily twice during the war, by shellfire and Kamikazes.

0=30=10=10=01=0=0=10=10=

THANK YOU
0

during the many years that I have been in the cleaning

0

business.

a

0=0=9

THE BOURLAND ELECTRIC SHOP

HAS MOVED TO
The Riley Furniture & Appliance Co.
On East Side of Square
For Your Electric Repairs and Wiring
CALL 587
•

BOURLAND ELECTRIC SHOP
Telephone 587

East Side Square
ilk,

0=10=0=10

—

0=1

0

NOTICE...

•• •

For all the business and patronage that you have given me

2

before the House banking committee to give hiS views on continuation of OPA.
Bowles ani Paul porter, OPA administrator, will return to the committee to give their answers to the
vigorous and often -bitter criticisms
Of OPA laid down by industry and
trade representatives.
Rep Wolcott of Michigan, senior
committee Republican, said today
the OPA Act will be continued
fter the June 30 expiration date,
he predicted -about two thirds
of the law will be rewritten."
The assault on OPA was topped

off by the National Association of
Manufacturers which told the committee continuation of *ice controls would encourage black markets. limit production and actually
increase the dangers of inflation.
The NAM asked Congress to let
OPA die June 30.
Notwithstanding President Truman's requeq that OPA be continued unchanged for a year beyond June 30, a spot check of
banking committee Members indicated the act cannot pass without
revisions_
far-reaching
many
the
Of
amendments proposed by businessmen and member of Congress,
there appeared, strong support behind these proposals:
I. An amendment to force grad- I
ual liquidation of OPA as pro- i
duction in various industries ap- I
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We have bought the SUPERIOR LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
from Thomas Banks,effective Monday, April 1.

I have sold SUPERIOR LAUNDRY and CLEANERS to

We take this method of extending an invitation to all old
customers of SUPERIOR to continue to make, this your
Cleaning and Laundry headquarters; and to each and

Burie Waldrop and Rupert Outland.

every one a special invitation to call

44 for

all your clean-

ing needs.
Both of these young men have several years' experience,
and are , trained to give you Quality cleaning and laundry
servke. I will consider all patronage given them as a per-

If you want the best service that modern equipment, plus
experienced personnel can give you, CALL 44.

sonal favor.
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PHONE 44
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RUPERT OUTLAND
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Letters To Editor 'Work of Rural Youth
Lauded by Club,
THE APPROACH OF EASTER
Leader
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Dr. Whitaker To
Speak at Meet
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 20Describing. rural county highways
April 6
as the major problem of the De- Here
Conference Held Concerning
Roads Appropriation

rHEIR MEMBERSHiP OF 1,700,000 BOYS AND GIRLS
The appraach of Easter brings
Members of 4-H clubs in Kenpartment of Highways, J. Stephen
IS DEDICATED TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF,
, attention to The Easter Seal,
to
AMERICAN AGRICULTURE AND RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP.
Watkins, Commissioner, counselled
which will be on sale by the high tucky again may be counted on
Dr. J. R. Whitaker, professor of
I
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district engineers of the depart- r
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schools and college, and on Sat- help produce food for a hungry
ep.,rTiGi
7
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h_v nha
.
1Putittsizieci Every Thursday _Noon _Nt_103Aierth_rourth Steilitirree. Ky.
ment that rural roads -are yoururd-ay -before -Easter the Lily Tag world, said 1. W. ttellitehouse. steals
rework,
,as
he
4-H
club
leader
of
will be offered: also from now to
number one responsibility." Dis- ,
Sotered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, jar Transmission as
Second Class Matter.
Easter the donations of all will lated some of the achievements of
trict engineers and their asistants April 6 at the "Conference On
in 3.095
be accepted for the Society for 78,135 rural boys and girls
from each of the seven highway Teacher Education" to he held on
Subscription Rales:-In Ealloway and Adjoining Cetrnties,
treatment of crippled children of clubs last year. •
districts are meeting in Frankfort the campus
Murray State Col52 00 a Year; In Kentucky, $2.50; Elsewhere, $3.00.
More than 10,390 Members helpKentucky. Many are sending in
to outline policies concerning the, lege.
$1200 per year to Service Men Anywhere
already.' to Miss Katie Martin. ed out in the meat shortage when
new appeopriation of $5,000,000 for
The subject of Dr. Whitaker's adtreasurer,
who keeps a perfect they producer 20.577 head of sheep.
rural roads authorized in the bud- dress will be "What Should Be the
the Kentucky
hogs.
At
beef
and
record.
lit
get bill passed by the 1946 session Content and Emphasis in Subject
and sale in LouisAfter the National drive that his fat cattle show
of the Kentucky General Assembly. Matter Courses Offered in a Colbeeves were sold
been so liberally supported, it is ville. 1.865 baby
?id
Governor Simeon S. Willis told
lege Preparing Teachers for the
average of $18.13 per hunnot easy to taise a liberal amount for an
en
the engineers that the increased ap- Community School?"
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
Five
$293,744.
or
a
total
of
dred,
.for this the greatest of all support
tat
propriation is "a challenge and a
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATION&
district shows and. sales also were
His address will be followed by a
of (-rippled children.
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responsibility" 'and Tom Wallace,
held.
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discussion" with the followWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
It has been considered by most
art
editor of tht Louisville Times, who "panel
In the poultry project., 10.156
participating: Dr._W.,G.
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told
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visited with the
elf our readers.
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corn production.
Doyle, Dr. A. M. Wolfson, faculty
support to the unfortunate crippled rolled in hybrid
Meals with greater food value
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of Kentucky, however, that is not
completion of of Murray State; Eura Mathis, Mar"Advancement
and
and variety 'Were assured when 14,teacher; H. L. Smith,
Attention has been called to the need Murray has the case as only about one-fourth
the county rural roads system in shall County
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available
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money
with
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bers of citizens in Murray who dispose of - the garbage tional
'hundred girls
superintendent: Mrs.
organization while the Ken- Six thousand. five
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from their homes by hiring it cartied away each week, but tucky Society treats crippled chil- prepared an I served 14.754 meals.
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county
"Poor
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More than 5.000 Negro boys and
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roads breed a stagnant social and visor, state department of
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enrolled in various food
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Members - ef
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for . disposal,
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ples front any cause and prevent shows were
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The work of Utopia clubs, older
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THINKING
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the First District Educational AssoM.
D.
Ross,
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Engineers
business of collecting the town's garbage. Such a pro- ed in 1924 I have
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THE
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ington: 'Lee Puryear, Paducah; ciation. Marshall County is the
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BY
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were
grams
ana' better understanding before
Dewey Sparks, Bowling Green; "cooperating county" in this particTHE COUNTRY, ARE BUILDING A STRONGER.
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citizen who has'been giving a eiflored man two dollars
T. H. Cutler, State Highway EnThe conference will open at 9:30
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There are 14 different causes list- 5,586 men ; nd seotnen andper month until the old fellow died. answered that such
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who
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of
a fee at present might be in the neighbOrhood of the price ed for paralysis and only oneNa.
First Assistant State Highway En: building at Murray State on April
volunteer leaders in 4-H club work.
see
that group is recognized by the
gineer; George M. Healey. Director, . 6. Dr. Carsie•Hammunds. professor
HART
HEART THOUGHTS BY
drive, I think this is very
and Vt. J. Crouse. Aseleterit • Eir- .
i or -equation, trniversny of Kenis the opinion of several who have discussed the unreaeonahle.
gineer of the Division of Rural lucky, Lexington, will -deliver an
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during
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life
will
be
transformed
front
miracle
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around
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would
receive
the
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three
days
foot-free
project
that the men
Highways.
Murray Has High.Rating
address at the afternoon session,
Ilk" office last week I accepted an into completed .jobs.
tronage of the greater part of"Murray and would there- of The Tociety 109 exaniinatians
-' followed by •a similar panel discushospitals, the
happens
at
my
No
such
luck
invitation
to
go
to
Memphis
Thursape
rated
by make a good living in a business that has not already and 40 treated in
Hatchery.
The Murray
-stole The faculty of Murray Col'majority of which has been deday with my good friend, Mrs. house . . . Things get done by the Anniversary Celebration
been crowded with competition.
by R. E. KeUen. has a U. S. Aplege. the Tennessee Valley AuthorAt Disciples-Center
pendent on this organization for
the
hardest
effort
uzi
my
part
and
'Odd
how
we
Wiley
Utterback.
It's
Pullorum Controlled rating
' ity. the state department, and other
•_,---This move should receive the sanction of the City help and treatment. I am asking proved
exert on
hardest
influence
I
can
think
that
:he
business
will
go
to
in the National Poultry Improveiversary of the Dis- agencies are cooperating in the
"The .first•ann—*-Council ....for unless there is a financial flood from some all interested to be. as liberal as
. .
the,dogs when We are away .
but other members of the family
ment Plan administered by the
e
ciples Center near the
possible,
and
make
donations
and
these'
reasons
th•
minute
left
So
for
I
am
that Murray was
taking
unexpected source, there is not sufficient funds in the city
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
campus will be observed Thursday stu
Tdhye theme- of the conference is:
get
receipts
fdr
all
donations.
Miss
behind. I began to enjoy the trip, another three days off this week
treasury to take care of such a worthwhile proposal.
Participation in the plan is op,eodayi eath open house in the Training the Teacher for the ComKatie I. Martin is treasurer and
cleared
cobwebs
to
ease
my
conscience
about
the
My
brain
of
the
•
If there are those who are interested in the'
. developtional on the part of hatcheries ariii
afternoon from 2 to 4 o'clock and munity sctioot.
headquarters are at Turner's.
of everyday experiences and open- necessary spring cleaning evil.
!tent of a city garbage collection and disposal. they should
the Murray Hatchery has been para banquet at 7 p.m.
T. 0. TURNER Chairman
• • •
ed up new ioutes for ieispressions
The Disciple Center is supported
tienpeting for a period of four years
have the full cooperation of the city council and the citiBond issues are designed to perof the lovely flowers and everThe annual music and speech by the Christian Churches of Kenby placing the hatchery and breed*ens of the town.
mit the present generation to wear
greens on the way. The dogwood, festival at Murray State College
I.
superattucky. and is for the students
ing flocks under official
out what future generations will
the rt•dbuds. the jonquils, the firs, was an attraction too hundreds of
tending Murray State College. Rep- pay for.
vision. All birds in approximately and the wild cherry blossoms was
students
of
Western
Kentucky
last
resentatives from churches in Kenone hundred and eighty breeding a hypodermic that shot me with a
Hearing tucky will attend the banquet there
Fridoy and Saturday.
flocks are selected and tested for reserve of inspiration that can last
Every good farmer plans for the
poems,
public
disMany
speechis.
is
an
old
adage
that
the
weather
is
talked
tibeilt
• There
Thursday eight.
pullorum disease by a flock select- for several days.
next generation just, as every great
cussions. and various types of
inore_hut less is done about it than any other thing. The
trainecT
by
ins- aseng autharized and
business is based on the long term
The group parted company upon music given in the two-days' proekact- opposiie of the above is'rerfected in the efforts of
the Kentucky Agricultural Experi- arrival in the city. arid I enjoyed
ahead.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
gram renewed my belief in the
some of the citizens of the Alurrtity' Magisterial District. Te United Stile,, has asaured ment Station
the 'next five hours strictly alone good of education These children
Through weekly meetings.
Gatlin Clopton is the two countries of Iran and babypurpose
Pli:
at
Nationalual
T e hieks; the
h specttog
.
something that is rare with will forever remember the ocitiNuainting.the people of the district with the need for Turkey that it will back them to -is to make it passible to identify me. Being in the city alone with casion here and the reason for
the
fullest
in
the
event
any
foreign
with
notliing_exacted of me_ was_a va- them They may net be musicians
better roads. and what is better still, is telling them what
power atternfits to violate their by describing them in terms uniform cation .
. no convention to at- or speakera of world fame, but
'tan be done about it.
b.irders.
throughout the country. aceording tend .e. 'nu speech to report . . . they will never forget the prin.
Money is needed to purchase equipment for the mainAmbassador Wallace Murray. U. to J. W. Matthews: field manager nci, locals to v.rite for the paper ...
ciples that brought them here,
tenance of our rural roads.
'
6e/,gig is
S diplomat ln Tehran, said that the of Kentucky Poultry Improvement no editorials to give birth to . . .
the principles that won supe• • .
There is a new $5,000.000 appropriation for rural United States was making no comAssociation. Protection from un- At the lunch hour .1 dined in a or fate
road's. It remains to be seen how much aid will come mitments °inside those prescribed scrupulous competition is thereby hotel coffee -shop, and enjoying
•••
from that. It is believed that it will "not be much, as 40 in the United Nations Charter. afforded producers. and purchasces the hour to _its _fullest. I jotted
In a drive to blew Providence
t
down flifiligelaehet I wanted to Sunday over a road that I had not
per cent of Kentucky farms are on poor roads. However There are ;to special tommitmena:
are able to buy with Confidence.
It is said that this statement was
Mr. Matthews points out that do between now and Easter . .
any aid at all will- be appreciated.
traveled in about five years. I was
made so. that.'smaller countries each order of baby chicks sold by /hinge strictly persoual and had surprised at the new
homes and
In the meantime, publit spirited citizens led by able
would not be encouraged to pro- the hatchery is labeled - with 9f. nothing to
o ,with the Ledger the changes thet had .taken place
men are definitely 'doing something to relieve the situa- vide Russian actions against them.
Ptillorum and Times. I became aware of the In the . various. communities. The
tion. The Swann and Hazel Districts launched and com- thinking themselves perfectly safe ficial" U. S. *Approved
Controlled labels. The Murray Hat- scrutinizing eyes 4 the head wait- residences on the Concord Highpleted campaigns to, raise funds for their roads.
The in doing so.
chery has a capacity of around ress. and when hit curiosity could way - have grown up like mushThe United States has Made a
Murray District is gaining momentum in its drive.
ninety thousand hatching eggs and hold her no longer she came to my rooms . . . almost overnight. it
The ultimate end for such spirit _and initiative is bet- knon Idteliion to bring the !rare is distributing mane Theeleenette•Rid-enslalled tic COUVP"'tiOn ,A441MS. There are heed-seem homes
ian question before the UNO Seter -roads for Calloway County.
Approved Pullerum Controlled ba- .. I Mink she thought I was, spy- on this road . .. four new ones at
curity Council this month. unless
ing on her efficiency.
New Hope Church. New proveby chicks this season.
.• • •
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As for
work and turn out worthy ac- !.-41.4rcipc1 as the fastest Man- on terson and fars Ed We.t. membei. . rugs to be cleiire;d: the beds
of achitIvement : that I ma
to be , earnest moi ey paynient • attached
the Telephone Company, they are
indispensable
if
'eleiees oe an -intention to hike- by - April
complishments that the impressions I make on the white •he Buckeye squad. and a fire /if 1;1., Zet
Department of the etweeei „and eie e __. , tee
the full usefulness of the telephone
page,. of time may encourage. cheer. end..instsire all those prospect-46 ritia searn. Johmee. Wtomfiti`(
.•
; to be pecked ette'le for the sumnuel lg. Veterans, former owners. tenin carrying on
This herd coreist!erg '
fi ee • . . . el(' clothe, to be mended for ',tants- or - former „owners. ,owner.
trix,,path:/thai I may bind together in my'own as Pis was called here. played et
the business of the community is
Who
to be safeguarded.
Nurree teigh. before his family vegetalele s, bi by -food, and -tirec,. :the corning season's use .... . togi-gr (operators are-11,n N thoi3O
)* an Pfelit inatitte !
t•ift:
moved, to Colembus.' 0: Capta in was collected by the .14fotneie- Lan. so many things that. need at- tiona--wre lb-eluded irr the list "of
;.and finally, 0 Mais-ter. nfi of the tjpp'-r )irlingtoii • 'in ellub. and by the Girl Scouts,
eatii-t:; -tri-vmphant
we ,. tention . . . all at the, same' ?lei 1 priority holders•to which this deadSOUTNIRN BILL gilLIPNONI Alta
IIMORRON COMPANY
Printer-. hodp:me at rid the disgrace, of making pi of My t 1944: he was voted as the outsran4, he groceries,its toNko - ... I have a tempitatien to let them line applies.
_must be •
/nee rperet•d
life:and voide me safely arontid the yawning rriOuth'Of the ing player in the enter, Celumbus The cans ..f food weighed 540 ride .. _ I tit them Off'Trent day !filed Vith ;hieSuctroffers
Elliot, project man- .
I arm
Waved A. Veterson.
hell
mound s.. hqping that by some kger Carp T son P ri T
tes day
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Murray Needs Garbage Disposal

feed. - •
There

expected
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Better Roads In Calloway

U. S. Assures
Iran and Turkey
Of Assistance

•

pitting my store
right in my

cmstomeri. home•

Af

WFiat Is Your Home Worth?

l
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• A Printer's Prayer-._ _
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John I.oN'et Gets In
'Big Time' Basketball
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COUNTY STUDENTS MAKE SUPERIOR
GRADING IN ANNUAL FESTIVAL

,.
with fish in 1941. The
Sport r'stung At, !Stocked
major purpose of the lakes is to
attractive surroundings for
Kentucky Woodlands II provide
waterfoul, thereby increasing

Vocal Solos
Soprano; Viulette Vick, Hazel, ex-

Family of Murray
cellent.
Mezzo-soprano: Janice Crawford, Army Officer
••
Hiatt. superior; Sue Lock Murray
William McElrath. Murray High,
awau
s eac
excellent.
fair; Anne Lowry, Murray Train- hart. Lynn Grove.

. easi‘l; Wilma Jo 1,0016,
Murray High, excellent; George
Freetrfate Hazel, superior.
Interpretitive Reading

Contralto: Hazel Hood, Murray
superior.
Calloway County students were Grove, superior; Joe Eva Weatte ing.
High, auperiar.
21-A
CHICAGO, Ill., March
Bands
winners in many entries in the erford, Hazel. excellent: Zann PatPiano Solos
Murray. Ky., family will be retIn rating bands a hew system'
Music and Speech Festival held at ton. Murray High. excellent.
Gals: Batty Yancey, Murray united in Hawaii today when the
was used. The groups were rated
Murray State College Friday and
Extemporaneous Speaking
Jacqueline liner Shanks docks. in Honolulu
excellent;
in Divisions I, II. and HI, meaning Training,
Saturday of last week. PapproxiJoe Pat Hackett, Murray High - uperior. excellent, and gooda Sharborough, Murray Training, ex- with the 125 American wives and
-mately 600 students participated in I excellent; Alfred Lassiter, Mu
s Class A --Tilghman. divgion I; cellent; Caealine Sanders, Haze; et,ildren -who are-jotntng'Arrny and
the annual cVent.
Training, good.- Marion Workman, class B----Meyfield, division II; class
Navy men stationed in Hawaii.
Hopkinsvil'e high school debating Lynn Grove. good.
McElnith, Murray Mrs. Ruth C. Hussey. 110 North
Boys: Wifliim '
C--Murray High, division I; class
team won the First Regional cham'Poetry Reading,
D-Cei!tral of Ciinton. division III. Iliah. good; John Stanley Shelton, 14th St.. Murray, Ky., wife of Major
pionship in he speech event by deMurray Training. superior: Bobby William J. A. Hussey, and their
Marjorie Hutson. Lynn GrOve,
Chorus
feating Todd county high of Elk- good; Dorothy Nesbitt, Hazel, good:
Murray Training, superior. son William are among the service
High, superior;
Girl; Murray
ton in the final round.
families lauding in Honehilu today.
Janice Weatherly, Murray" High, mixed, Murray
High, superior:
•
Carrying one of the largest conThe subject for debate was "Re- good; Betty Yancey, Murray Train- mixed a cap-211a, Mueray Training.
Residents
Former Murray
tingents of service families to go
That every ablebodied ing, superior.
solved,:
superior.
Participate In Comedy
overseas from the United States
male citizen of the United States
Radio Broadcasting
Girls Trio
The people from the South that since the end of the war, the ship
should have one year of full time
Murexcellent;
Murray Training,
Betty Carraway, Murray Trainmilitary training before attaining ing, superior; Pat Paschall. Hazel, ray High, superier: Murray High, are living in Detroit and Dearborn. will be greeted by a USO band and
Mich., are getting together on April the reunited families will be welthe age of 24 years."
Humphries.. excellent.
excellent; Margaret
6 for a box supper and a bit of fun. cormd to the islands at a mass
A Capella Group
In each event the grading was Murray High. superior; Leonard
The supper is beipg held at Maple party sponsored by the USO.
Murray Training. superior.
done by 'Superior, Excellent, Fair Ottway, Murray Training, excelWith the arrival in Hawaii of the
School. Arthur and Mead Streets,
.
Quartet
Colioway
of
Male
names
The
and Good.
lent; Anna lay Miller, Lynn Grove,
women and children aboard
125
suDearborn.
High;
Murray
.
good;
the
Hazel,
students and their ratings in
good.
The proceeds, according to Anna the Shanks, the number of Amerifestival are as follows:
Interpretative Reading, Sr. High perior.
children
IsIcKeel, will go to ths Southern can service brides and
Mixed Quertet
Dramatic Interpretation
Janice Cr iwford. Murray High.
an organization oversas reached 3300. Confined
League,
suPrqgressive
High,
Murray
goad;
Hazel,
MurCopeland,
Marion
excellent:
Kathfair;
Melba Shelkell, Hazel.
to the Western Hemisphere, Ha•
Training. Superior; Jimmy pcfior; Murray Training. superior. for Southern People.
ken Gibbs, Murray Training, su- ray
waii. Guam and Iwo Jima as yet,
box
the
precede
will
plays
Two
Solo
InstrumenUil
„
excellent.
perior; Gloria Jean Spann, Murray, Crouch, Lynn 'Grove,
service families will be permitted
a
Please,"
Murray
Night
"Good
McEirath.
Supper.
Poetry Reading, Jr. High
fair.
to go to European Theater of OpeDonatd Hughes, Murray Training, High. excellent; clarinet; Clegg comedy, will have two former MurOratorical Declamation
after April 15.
rations
M.
the cast, Anna
Robert Moser, Murray High, su- superior; Ann Lou Steely, Hazel, Austin, Murray High, superior; ray residents in
McKeel
Mason
Murray-High,
and
Eatrnett,
McKeel
Rudd
Cornet-Ted
Lynn
•
Jettye
Winstead,
excellent;
Murray
perior; Bob Trevathan,
Don't have a single-track mind
. Far- "Deep in the Heart of Texas," with
Training, superior; r Violetta Viek. Grove, excellent; Vtta Anne Yates, excellent; . trumpet-Wanda
A
railway .grade crossings.
at
also
will
superior;
people,
Tennessee
Training,
of
Murray
cast
a
mer,
_good.
Hazel, excellent; Charles Butter- Murray Hien,
train may be coming on the second
be presented.
Jerry Williams, Murray High, good.
Pubile,Discuskiou
_
-worth, Lynn Grove, good.
tia -1On 'begrii"al 1:30i track, too;;--,warns the National
Mixed Ea:ass.'
Thepi-Os/n
Duel Burkeen, Murray Training,
Interpretative Reading, Je. High
,.
Safety- Council.
good- ---High,
Murray
Lynn
McCariasle.
Htlda
excellent:
Lynn
Lockhart,
Sue
Caronne

r of
ege,
one
here
On
i on
Col-

adthe
iject
Colthe

by a
lowa, G.
rray
'rice
:ulty
Aarnith,
Paway
Mrs.
iperlucaaura
Ohio
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By GERALD F BAKER
Refuge Manager
All lakes on the Kentucky
Woodlands National Wildlife Refuge, U. S. Department of the
Interior, will be opened to public
fishing on April 1.
Fishing will be in accordance
with State A Kentucky laws.
-lite Lake 120
Four lakes, }Tema
acres, Honker Lake 160 acres, Empire Lake 25 acres, and Esselstyn
Lake 15 acres, will be 'opened.
Fishing was good in 1945, although lakes did not open until
May 1. Approximately 12,000 lbs.
of fish were caught.

Reds Promise To
Evacuate Manchuria

CHUNGKING, March 23 - The
waterfowl use- of the Cumberland!
Chinese government announced toSepValley. During the period
had promised to
tember 1, 1945' to March 15, 1948, day that Russia
over 50,000 ducks and geese used withdraw all Red army troops from
the lakes.
Manchuria by April 30, as reports
Special Federal permits or license I circulated that Chinese Communare not required. Due to relativeists were maneuvering to move in
ly small size of the lakes and an,
ticipated heavy fishing use, gaso- behind the Russians.
Relief was expressed over the
line motors are not permitted. 'f
"Night fishing and camping is not Russian note, but the domestic
permitted due to presence of ma- scene was darkened by growing
evidence of non-cooperation belarial mosquitoes.
tween the Communists arid Chiang
Kaishek's Kuomintang.
READ THE. CLASSIFIEDS!

'This winter Honxer and Empire
Lakes,were cverflowed from Cumberland River. Many fishermen believe that January overflows increase fishing for the following
season.
Fishermen living at Hopkinsville,
Cadiz, Benton, -.Murray, Paducah,
and Mayfield will find it convenient to use U. S. Highway 68 to
Canton Bridge and the Cumberland
River Road, north 1.10 miles to
ank
lakes.
Fishermen living NO Dawson
Springs, Princeton, Eddyville and
Kuttawa can reach lakes by crossing Cumberland River at Eddyville
or Kuttawa. The lakes are approximately 12 miles south of Eddyville
via. the Cumberland River Road.
These lakes were impounded and

SPRING TIME"
k

Is Clean-Up Time
Make that old car have a
New Car Shine!

SIMONIZ
,/p/i,,\\\\‘..\\

Before summer time

Call 415 for Appointment and Rates
-ww•di

DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST
lie
pubis
DIRECTORY
THIS
SEED
CiskmpANy lished for your information
—Buyers and Seller—
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS appear on this page.
•

SEE
CE AGENCY
INSURAN
-The MURRAY
— For —
Automobile-, -Casualty, Fife-Insurance
and Bonding

9:30
artse
apri1
essor
Kene
r an
issue,

SC Us-

Also ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE
Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
PHONE 601

Colthorother
the

.e is:
:om-

PARICER

If you are interested in any kind of
REAL ESTATE or INSURANCE

•

SALES and SERVICE

r the
great
term
•

in MURRAY EACH FRIDAY
Write or Call
RALPH E. THOMAS
Telephone 871

218 West Water Street
MAYFIELD, KY.

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING
ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair tarp. injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

MURRAY LUMBER

CO

HALE SERVICE
STATION

Phone 262

Fast Illgaa ay

AcK FOR FREE INSPECTION

f

:If It's .
Building
Repair Work
Cabinets
—or—

Painting and
Decorating

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
.
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

You Need

•

C. M. CATHEY
367-J
201 North 12th St.

Call

A. B. Beale & Son
' Est. 1897

Murray, Ky.

WE WILL OCT IT
WE HAVE IT
- OR IT CANT BE HAD

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD

Real Estate and Insurance Agency

Make Reservations Early At

BANK BUILDING

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.
South Side
Square

•
Call 383

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery
1214 West Main
Phone rs

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

Murray Consumers
Coal t Ice Co.
Telephone 64
We Deliver

.(;cneral Motors To
Reea11_,Employes

Phones 25 and 31
11••••••••••••••••••••••••••=••••••••••••••=.....w....=•••••••••••••-,••••••ms..••••••..a.•••••••••=..........•••
40011111•11iIMMir

DR. WALTER F. BAKER
Chiropractor

PHONE 403
West Side Square

Telephone 780-J

CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFERED
By a Reliable Insurance Program

Drivers

PAUL GARGUS
_
AGENT
Kentucky Central
Life Ins. Co.
•

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

Phone 254

^Home Phone 295-M

• Safe Cars
• Prompt Service

Phone 44

• Courteous Treatment

le
DETROIT. March 26_
I Motet's Corp. announced last nigh
DELIVER
that it will begin -imrnediately ta
recall production employes in
1
erent majority" ofe-ihranearly 10,
.101•••••VEMBEV•••••••=6...
plants, eloa-ed since- a strike of the
CIO United Auto Workers began
last, Nov. 21

C. L. MILLER, Agent
OFFICE
MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

4
1
/
••11.•..1••• •
..•••••••••••••••••••••••••=•••••

AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

IN & HOLTON
FRAZEE, MELUG
INSURANCE AGENTS

The Old Reliable

Automobile

138
TAXI

•HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Cars!

Murray Auto Parts
.B. L. Ray

Casualty

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
•
...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111•••••••••••••••••••=

10..

5.

FIRE

Gatlin Building
Telephone 331
P Kentucky
I
Murray,

Telephone 16
•••••••

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

WEST'S
Ready to Wear
Dry Goods
Notions
Men's Work Clothes

TAXI
SERVICE,'
• Experienced

•=••

FRANCES DAILEY

See

SUPERIOR

•••m•

DAILEY FUNERAL HOME

BANK OF MURRAY BUILDING

Telephone 232

4
1
/

.41/•.•••••• 1••••• .111=1.

Lady Assistant

Phone 307-W
-

DIAMOND TAXI]

Save 10 to 20(wo

W. F. Miller

AMBULANCE SERVICE

•

BOONE'S

"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper:'

•••11...11••••

518 West Main Street

i

The Ledger & Times

•••...11•1•-• -411=1.•

MODERN FUNERAL SERVICE

PAUL DAILEY

Prescriptions A
Specialty

WE

Phone 456

Murray, Ky.

••••••=1.0.4Mia.M1.04M1.•••••••11Mv.i.•••=••••=11.W.

ROSS FEED CO.

Furches Jewelry
Watches
Diamonds
Gifts
EXPERT

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

Residence.Phone
617

Office Phone
122

. 1.0thSVILLE, Ky.. March 234
i Secretary af the Treasury Fred
CONCRETE
M. Vinson said here tonight- that
and
: the world is at an important crossCINDER
read of history and that this na1 non must take - a leading part it.
Any quantity. We
; the raad to permanent peace.
Deliver
"Thk very night we may be enjoying a breathing spell betweei
wars." Vinson said in an addresMURRAY', KY.
prepared fo: delivery before a
North 'Third St.
Phone lel
Jackson Day dinner. "or WI may
be laying th. 'foundation qf lastian
•
peace and prosperity."
*The. secretary of the 'trensetrY
said "your government is ready' t
you travel your aehoseu.
help
fan th
course." but.added tha '
end it will be the peop all of tia
people, who will car5/us forward.'
Vinson paid- traleute to Andrew
Jackson as "a /great- leader"- in
tieand pace. Of other Dem.ail:'
ug:
.t
- figures, he , valled
•
Vilson another great
Woodroleadrey"aht ad of his time."
aptanklin D. Roosevelt. of 'course,
yas the greatest leader of our generation." the speaker said: "He
was more than a great man among
' contemporaries. He will be a great
• man in perspective, under the cold
i
' calculating eye of history."
Virtson took occasion to pay trib'tea - Prestdent . Truendn - af a
lire
WATCH and
"courageous American." who "is a
CLOCK REPAIR
et flume article thrOugh and
-.._
aleadata• East Side Square
He said -we fought a war and are
fiahtilut a peace to help maintain
freedom for people throughout the
world and seidathis nation should
-fest an example for other countries
;if die world,•
"Any threat to the freedom
berme or security of any malt anywhere;is a threat to the freedom.
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
peace arid security of. eaa-ry man
everywhere," Viasto said. .
The Treasury secretary .said 4,4`e
must Climihate. (Tommie-warfare
among' nations to assure peace
On Cash and Carry on
and prosperity. He said the pmand
both Laundry
posed loan to Great Britain by the
Cleaning
United States would be a "good
'-loc this counbusittestr-invt-strnunt,
try and would-fissure great.or employment and higher standerds, of
loomm•••‘
living in America. But he asserted:
"We hii‘e no intention that' the
Unittd Staea should play the role
el.. .liatita Clans in otir internaliana! financial relations."

LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS

Wallis Drug

BROOKS BUS LINE

TUCKER & BAUCUM
PEOPLES SAVINGS

Building Blocks

ELECTROLUX CLEANER AND
AIR PURIFIER

RY -

See

We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
THEY WILL APPRECIATE
•
YOUR PATRONAGE ,
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Vinson Says U. S.
Telephone 665
Must Take Leading

Role For Peace

perwear
will

TRAVEL TO DETROIT

11••••

•
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Green Creek News
The .measles are about over in
this neighborhood... No new cases
to report at this time at least.
Edgar Linn has been quite sick
with measles, but, is better now.
'Mr and Mrs. Jesse Jackson of
Plint. Mich. are visiting Bob and
John Alexander and families for a
few days.
Mrs. Ilala St. Jelin and Norma
Simmons. Mrs. Ruby S. John and
little daughter visited Mrs. Tosco
Collins Thursday.

a ree.-

T

les.,•4e.re.

The Emmett

Mrs. Lynda Simmons is visiting
Mrs. Lyssie Stubblefield fo, a few
days.
Huston Miller called on Winburn
Alien Sunday.,
Ella Alexander anent a few days
in Paducah last week.
Harland Lawrence and family
spent Sunday with Mrs. Audy Wilson who is still not very well.
Miller
Misses Eva and Vera
spent Thursday with their sister,
Mrs., Eva Farris_ a
Mr. and Mrs. John Alexander.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Alexander,
Mrs. Eva Farria and daughter went
to Paris Tuesday.
Mrs Myrtle Walker has gone to
Cincimaati to live with her daughMrs Harry Key and children
called on Mrs. Huston Miller Tuesday.
Mrs LeleVel Newman called to
see her grandmother. Mrs. Mattie
St John, Thusday.
—Bull Dog

•
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Sophomores of Almo
High .To Present
Play March 29.
The sophomore class of Almo
High School will present "High
three-act
a
Homer,"
gaessure
comedy, Friday night, March 29,
at 7:30 o'clock in the high school
auditorium.
The cast of characters Ls

Mrs. Chester Woodruff.' Nancy
Woodruff.
Chester
Mohundro;
Charles Burkeen; Junior Woodruff,
Halton Cole; Boots Woodruff, Rebecca Roberts; Arlene Woodruff.
Mary
Zenith.
Myra
Brandon;
Frances Burkeen; Ausat Cora. Martha Morris; Mrs. Margaret Taylor.
Maurene Rawland: Bunny Taylor,
Homer
Henderson;
Lena
Mae
Hampton Haywood, Martin Bailey
Jr : Wade Wainwriglaa Ronald
Burkeen; Chetwynde`Cluett. Leonard Wilkinson

Members Of The
Assembly Council
Are Named

CLEAN UP

For Spring Freshness
this
out
Dress your house inside and
spring with a coat of our long lasting
Watch the old homestead take
paint.
your
Order
on new life and beauty.
supply now!

If you can't get screens we have plenty
of D.D.T. - - 25 per cent

FRANKFORT, March 22—With a
permanent
proposal to create a
commission
research
legislative
killed by the legislature, membership was made up today for the
• existing council.
Personnel was named shortly before the legislature adjourned. The
body is charged with studying legislative needs and -ordered to report its recommendations to the
7.
General Assembly.
The council meets M September
prior to the legislative session.
Senate membership:
Democrats: Louis Cox, Frankfort;
C. W. Maloney. Madisonvilleattalph
Creal, Hodgenville; H. Stanley
Blake. Carlisle; and R. P. Moloney.
, Lexington.
Republicans: Harry Davis, Grayson: Otis C. Thomas. Liberty, and
Ray B. MOM. Pineville.
House:
Democrats: A. L. iChicki Love,
Kuttawa; F. 0. Baker. Madisonville: Jerry Fonce Howell.. Gearhart. Morris Weintraiub.• Newport.
and Ralph G. -Stone. Louisville.
Republicans: . L. A Demunbrun.
Brownsville: C.'W. Taylor. Lewisport,. and Haruki G. Helm, Russell
Springs.
Lt Gov. Kenneth Tuggle. Senate
presiding officer, and House Speaker Harry Lee Waterfield. are chair323 man and vice chairman, respectively. of the council.

SOLON SHA( KELFORD. Ouster

Phone

t

ock

I

"Modern, Reliable, Experienced"

INFORMAL TEA GIVEN FOR
MRS JONES AND DAUGHTER

Think of

POOL'S

Fish are ,bitin• NOW! We can furnish everything you need.

Seines, Corks, Lines,-Hooks,-Sinkers. Stringers, Trot Lines,
Rods. Casting and Fly Baits; Thermos Bottles in 2-gal., 1 -gal.,
and pints.'
Life Jackets for adults and children. Boat Oars, Oar Locks and
Boats. TENNIS EQUIPMENT
TENNIS BALLS

Rackets.

Miss Racina Spicer was hostess to
the Book Club of the A.A.U.W.
Monday evening at the home of
Miss Mastic Trousdale. Miss Ann
program
prellented the
Herron
which Was a review of the play,
"The Late George Apley" by Kaufman based en the book by J. T.
Marquand.
• • •

Mrs. E. W. Riley assisted by Mrs.
Jack Bailey entertained with an
informal tea, Friday afternoon between 3:00 and &() o'clock, honoring Mrs. Henry, Jones and her
daughter Mrs. S. IA. Anderson, who
will leave on April 1 to make their
home in Chattanooga, Tenn.
The hostess presented Mrs. Jones
with a corsage, and they were both
given lovely going away gifts,
bought- and selecied by the- fsiase-ta
and neighbors.
The' tea table- WW1 --I•ettu-tift*Ilydecorated with blue antique glassware and pink spring " flowers.
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey and Mrs. Joe
Baker poured.
About 40 friends and neighbors
called during the afternoon to say
goodbye and to wish them good
luck in their new home.

MISS HERRON PRESENTS
.
ALPHA -PROGRAM .

and How Age They Used"— Sara
Ruth Calhoun, How Dies One Got
the Stars and Wings That Some
Are We-aring?- -Norma. Jean Atkins. What Do the Girls bo Once
They Become Scouts?--Wanda Sue
Diuguid.
The following tests fur !...SecTflad
Slaszt Scouts Were Explained: Arts
and Crafts Wanda Diuginds Coramunity Life --Ann Rhodes; Health
arid -Safety-- Rabble Watson; Homemaking Mary Ann Wolfson, Internatiunal Friendship- -Betty Jo Williams, Literature and DramaacsMary Alice Hopkins: ' Music and
Daaacing—Joan Love; Nature Field
- Wand:, f)!Iiinc id OW
"

Rad At last

•

Lucile Clark, Mrs. Eugene Connor,
Mrs. R. W. Connor, Arlie Connor,
Mantic Connor.

$1295

• ••

0

Pfr•-\
POiVIt

As Seen in Harper's Bazoori
Pastel Enka rayon sheer
delicately printed in black to
suggest a treasured etching...
delightful medium for this
gentle dress that flaunts new,
slimming pleats in the skirt.
Exclusive Martha Manning
pattern. Shadow pink, blue
'
Illusion
'
haze, mellow mouse.
half sizes l6Y3 to 221's.
No. 1032

$1095

_.

For Your Cough
As Seen in Woman's
Home Companion I
Feel fresh, cool and feminine in
this airy Enka rayon sheer print
that has delicate open work
at the neck andtuffs. And see
how the softly pleated skirt
underlies a slim -hipped look.
Exclusive Martha Manning
pattern. Navy, mist ymoss
green, water color blue.
'Illusion'half sizes IfIA to 24A.

CREOMULSION

for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis
"1
.

OINe•AIMIEMANIAmee

Balls
Presses
Shorts
Caps

Miss

13ennatt, Bobby Mitchell, Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Clark, J. W. Clark, Miss

No. 1326

Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way It
.7uickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

I

Va( 1111M Packed Tennis

Bennett,

Little
Bennett,
Jean
Norma
Dwayne Bennett, Mita StarlaY

As Soon In
Ladies' Home Journal,
A wide scolloped panel
embroidered in white
has a slimmering influence on this gentle•
mannered dress lot
women's half sizes...
and see how it wings out
to a brood '1' at your
shoulders! Blush pink,
glamour blue, green
grape. In Jungle spun
rayon. 'Illusion' half
:21 sizes 14115 to 2014.
)

Spring is "Fun - Time"
When You Think of Sports,

Bennett, Charles

•• •

MISS SPICER HOSTESS
TO BOOK CLUB

Miss' Ann, Herrnn,, asigigtont librarian at Murray State College,
was the guest speaker at the meeting of the Alpha Department of
the Woman's Club which was
held Saturday afternoon at the
club house. Miss Herron, introduced by Mrs. C. S. Lowry, gave
a very interesting reading of the
play, "Candle in the Wind" by
a, a
Maxwell Anderson.
CA-LLOWAY COUNTY UTOPIA
Miss Ruth Ashmore conducted
CLUB MEETS MARCH 21
a short busniess.sessinn preceding
the program. The following nomiThe Calloway County Utopia
nating committee was appointed: Club met Thursday. March 21, at
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr. Miss Kath- 7:30 p.m. in the assembly room of
Mrs. Mary the AAA ()thee. The meeting was
PattersOn and
leen
Brown. Reports were hearchfrotn called tol-rder by Hansford Doran.
the Girl Scout and other commit- president.
Plans were discussed
tees.
concerning the "corn-Mb" by S.
Refreshments were served from V. Foy.
••
a, lace-covered table with decoraRay Proctor. specialist from Unitionss in a yellow and green spring versity of Kentucky. spoke on
motif. Hostesses were Mesdames "Farm -and—Home- hlanagenien.l."
B. F. Scherffius. J. H. Coleman. P,. stressing thi_ importance of careA. Hart. F D. Mellen. D F. Mc- ful arid eorsect planning and proConnell and Miss Kathleen Patter- per arrangement on the (arm, and
son Guests of the club included in the home.
Miss Herron, Mrs. Mamie Harkless,
Refreshments were served t,,
Mrs. Zeb Stewart, and Mrs. R. E. ossenty preslit by Mrs.- Hansford
Jarman
Doran.
•• ••
News. in -ase you want to know,
The next meeting will be in
is what the bright boys on news- GIRL SCOUTS ON PROGRAM
Mr. and Mrs. S. V.
the home
paper and press association pay- AT HOME DEPARTMENE MEET,., Foy, county agent, on April 18. at
rolls think it is
7:30. All members are urged to
The Home Department of the
be present. Visitors and new memMurray Weman's Club met at the
tiers are given a hearty welcarne.
afternoon.
Thursday
house
club
with the chairman. Mrs. Bryan
CECIL AND HUGH JACKSON
Tolley. presiding During the busiHONORED WITH DINNER
ness meeting a donation of $10 was
made to the Girl Scout troop cabin.
Friends and ralatiees. gathered
A nominating committee to seled at the_ home .ufa_Dulphu.s Jackson
officers for the next club year was near Hardin. Sunday. March 24, tin
appointed as follows: Mesdames celebrate the returning of his two
0. C. Wells, G. B. Scott. and Bur: sons, Cecil and Hugh Jackson,
- —
nett Waterfield.
7 from the Army with discharges.
Mrs. Keith Kelley, leader of Girl
Hugh served his country about
Scout Troop 11 which is the special 29 months ,if which 18 months was
project of the home department. spent in ,,the European Theater. He
had charge of the program. The received his - discharge at Camp
program took Ike form of a regular Atteibury. Ind. March 19 and got
Scout meeting in which the ten home the 20th.
laws of scouting were explained to
Cecil served about 26 months. He
a prospective member. By way of also eptnt about six months in
introducing the girls to the ladies Europe. He returned to Atterbury
present, the program opened with from LaJunta. Colo., and received
roll call. The prospective member his discharge March 20 and Rot
was played by Madeline Evans. and home the 21st. Both received sii•vmembers of the troop answered the cral decorationa Hugh was woundfollowing questions: How Do You ed and received .the Purple Heart.
At noon a .beuntiful lunch was
Become a Girl Scout?—Arin Blake
Curry: What Dues Does One Pay - -

MURRAY PAINT & WALL
PAPER COMPANY
North Fifth Street

as fol-

lows: •

Louis Ray Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
spread.
J. T. Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Those present Were:
and Joe M. An'Ws. Jennie Jackson, Mrs. Belle Andersore Donna
Mrs. Charlie BeanJacksdataa Dolphus Jackson, Hugh derson, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Mohler, Mrs.
Jackson, 'Cecil Jackson, Hardy nett,
Lung.
George
Rex
Jackson,
Arm
Miss"
Jackson,
Jackson, Mr aind Mae Arthur Jack- I Miss Lena Pearl Thweatt, Mr. and
son, Mr. and Mrs. Jameas,Jackson, I Mrs. Norman Bennett, Miss Louise

,Rachael Blalock; Sports and-Gathes
—Sara Frances Evans.
Patricia Futrell demonstrated the
test for the Design Badge in First
Class Work.
The leader introduced the..fullow.
Editor
SLEDD,
I.
MRS. H.
ing newest members: Betty Ann
Telephone 247
Nix, Sandra Glasgow, and Shirley
Dockery. Other members
Ann
present were Gloria Dean Moss and
MRS MOORE MRS PITMAN
Patsy Rowland.
ENTERTAIN GUESTS
Frances Lee Farmer explained
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Harrison of
the Goodnight Circle, and the proDetroit. Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Kemp
gram was closed by the troop
and daughter. Martha, of Mount
standing ip the circle and singing
Hope, W. Va.. and Mr. and Mrs.
"Taps." After the program a picNuel Kemp of Greenfield, Tenn.,
ture of the troop was made ar
visited recently with Mr. and Mrs.
Love's Studio.
Coon Moore.
A dessert course was served durThe birthdays of Nolan and Nuel ing the social hour to 28itnembers,
Kemp were celebrated on Sunday, the Scouts. and Mrs. Garnett Jones
March 17. with a dinner given by by the hostess committee composed
Mrs. Moore and Mrs. Opal Pitman. of Mesdames Noel Melugin, E. B.
Open house was held in the after- Ludwick, W. H. Mason, D. F. Mcnoon for friends azid relatives of Coiniel. Alvis Outland. and R. H.
the visitors.
Robbins.

WE CAN VULCANIZE ANY
SIZE TRACTOR TIRE
We run Tractor Tires through ahead of
anything else.

Come to POOL'S for your RECREATION NEEDS

•

Don't wait until you need your tractor . . . HAVE
TIRES PUT IN GOOD CONDITION NOW!
.• First Class Material
• 24-Hour Service on Tractor Tires

KIRK. A.

ANY SIZE PASSENGER CAR TIRES OR TRUCK
TIRES

POOL & COMPANY

RECAPPED AND VULCATOZED -

ADAMS
TIRE RECAPPING COMPANY

Murray, Kentuay

Littleton's

Telephone-111,r,,

Paris, Tenn.

--Aeir#83 Streef Fittti-Vanitylleatre
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Ei'gm
Miss

WEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. A. West, Pastor
9:30 a.m.-Sunday School. Odell
Hawes, superintendent.
10:45 air—Morning worship
7:30 p.m.-Evening worship
7:00 p.m.-Group Meetings
Tuesday
2:00 p.na.--W.M.S. at the Church
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Wednesday
Sixth and Maple Streets
7:30 p.m.-Mid-Week Prayer Ser('harles C. Lancaster, Minister
vice and Bible Study
9:00 p.m-Teachers and Officers
Bible School at 8:45 a.m.'
Meeting
at
Worship with communion
10:50 am. and 7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
Monday: Devotional service in
CHURCH
basement of library building at 7
A. G. Childers, Pastor
o'clock each Monday evening.
Wednesday: Song practice and
South Pleasant Grove
music study at 6:30; prayer meetSunday School at 10.00 a.m. Hub
ing at 7:00 with classes for all Erwin, superintendent.
ages.
Worship Service at 11.00

rek

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Robert E. Jarman, Minister

9:45 a.m. Church School, W. B.
Moser, auperintendent Classes
' for all age groups..
10:55 a.m. Morning Worship, sermon by the mlnister with special music each Sunday under
the direction of Merle T. Kesler, minister of music.
6:30 p.m. C.Y.F. Groups under
the direction of Mrs. E. L. Noel,
Jr., student director, and Mrs. A.
B. Austin.
first and third Sundays.
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship with FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Hazel Church
sermon ay the minister.
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
Sunday School at 10 a.m., James
E. Underwood, superintendent.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
10:00 a.m. Miss Ella Weihing's second Sunday, and at 7:00 p.m.
T. H. Mailing, Jr., Minister
Bible Class for College Students second and fourth Sundays.
11:00 aan. Worship Service
Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m.
9:45 a.m. Bunch,. School
Sermon by the pastor
Masons Chapel
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first
5:30 p.m. Youth Choir Rehearsal
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship third and fourth Sundays, and at
6:00 p.m. Methodist Youth Fe
Wednesday, 8:00 p.m. Mid-Week 2:00 p.m. second Sunday. Willie
ship
Krayer Meeting
Craig, superintendent.
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Worship Service at 11:00 am,
Wednesday, Prayer
7:30 p.m.
FIRS BAPTIST CHURCH -- fourth Sunday, and at 300 p.m.
Meeting
Siwyer, Pastor
Braxton
second Sunday. -6:30 p.m. College Vespers
Max B. Hurt Chairman Board of
Miss Pattie Small, Cburch- Sec.
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
Stewards
H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
E. B. Howton, Superintendent of Mist Dorothy Brizendine, Student
Secretary, Phone 75
Sunday School
First Sunday-Kirksey 11 a.m.;
Van D. Valentine, Secretary of Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
Superintendent
Cote's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mt.
Sunday School Miss Lula Clayton Beale, MYF •Ronald Churchill, T. U. Director Hebron 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres.
Seond Sunday - Coldwater 11
High School Counselor
Morning
a.m.; Mt. Carmel 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. W. F. Jeffrey. Intermediate
930 a.m.
Sunday School
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron .11
MYF Counselor
10:45 a.m. a.m.; Kirksey 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. Robt. Smith, Junior MYF Morning worship
Evening
Fourth Sunday-Mt. Carmel 11
Counselor
6:15 p.m. a.m.; Cefle's Camp Ground 3 p.m.;
Training Union
7:30 p.m. Coldwater 6:30 p.m.
Evening worship
Your life can be judged only by Prayer meeting. Wed.
7:30 pan.
There is Church School at each
what you do, not by what you say
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
you intend to do.
Sunday. Your attendance is apSt. Lee's Catholic Church
preciated.
North Twelfth Street
Services are held each Sunday
ALMO CIRCUIT
as follows:'
L. R. Putnam, Pastor
First, third, and fifth Sundays
it 10 o'clock, second and fourth
First Sunday-Temple Hill. Sunfrom functional periodic pain , Sundays at 8 o'clock.
day School 10:00 o'clock each SunCardul is a liquid medicine which
day; church services 11:00 and InMURRAY CIRCUIT
many women say has brought relief
dependence 2:45.
from the cramp-like agony and narC. A. Riggs. Pastor
row strain of functional periodlo
Second Sunday-Russells Chapel.
distress. Here s how it may help:
each Sun4 Taken like a tonic,
First Surfday-Goshen 11 aria; Sunday School 2:30 p.m.
a.m..
11:00
services,
It should stimulate
church
day;
p.m.
, Lynn Grove 3
appetite. aid dicesThird Sunday-Brooks Chapel.
tion.• thus help build reSecond Sunday -Martins Chapel
sistance for the • tune
Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
to come.
an.
Third Sunday_Lynn Grove 11 a.m church services 11
Started 3 days beFourth Sunday - Temple Hill.
fore your tune". It
3 p.m.
Goshen
should help relieve
Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Springs Church. services 11:00 a.m. Bethel
path due to purely tunetaonal periodic causes.
9:43 a m : New Hope 11:00 a.m.; _Sunday School 11:00 each SunTry Oudot. If it helps, yoult
day, and church services 2:45 par.
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.

a.

Hp women and girls

may get wanted relief

2

be glad you did.

Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
It a.m.
READ

THE

CLASSIFIEDS

NEED PLUMBING?
You will want it done correctly when you
have it done. We can repair and install water and
sewer systems. It's done RIGHT the FIRST TIME,
too.
WE CAN SUPPLY PARTS, FIXTURES and ACCESSORIES OF THE BETTER MAKES
JUST GIVE US A CALL AND WE CAN GIVE
YOU ANY INFORMATION THAT
YOU WISH

SEE US FOR YOUR PLUMBING
NEEDS

FITTS & CHANDLER
SCOTT FITTS

PAGE FIVE
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birey
a and
Miss
onnor,
onnor,

R. C. CHANDLER

1100 West Poplar

Telephone 629

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
II. F. Paschall, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 am. each
Sunday. Sunday School Superintendent, Paul Dailey.
Morning Worship at 11 am. on
second and fourth Sundays each
month_
Evening Service at 7:45 on second and fourth Sundays.
Training Unions each Sunday at
6:30 p.m. Layman White, director.
W.M.U., G.A., R.A. meets on
Wednesday following second and
fourth Sundays
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURC11
W. B. (*one, Pastor
-- Sunday School at 10:00 a m. each
Sunday. Allen Wells, superintendent.
Morning *Worship at MOO am
each Sunday.
Training Union at 6.00 p.m. each
Sunday. Alfred Williams, director.
Evening Worship at 7:00 pm.
each Sunday.
W. MAJ. meets every second and
fourth Wednesday at 2:00 p.m.
R.A.'s, G.A.'sa-and Sunbeams meet
On second and 'fourth Wednesday__
nights.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
CHRIST

epskr weeks
ON YOUR PANTRY SHELF

Merritt Youngblood. Minister
Church School each Lord's Day
at WOO a.m.
Preaching: Second and Fourih
Sunday at 11:00 a.m.

kl

%

n

SUGAR ('REEK CHURCH
Buron IUcherson, Pastor

Improved
Uniform
Intarmitvona1

I! SUNDAY
SCHOOL

it

for the past few days burning plant
beds and getting his early gardens

MR. AND MRS. J. H. JACKSON
VISIT IN COUNTY

started.
Mr. and Mrs. Jease H. Jackson,
By Mrs. A. L. Razzell
Mr. and Mas. Ted Thorn and chilMr. and Mrs. Ewell Lamb were dren of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Flint, Mich., arrived here Friday to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Bob Alexander,
Sunday visitors of Mrs. Manic
Mrs.-Everett Bucy of Murray Route Mr. and Mr:. John Alexander, Mr.
Jones, mother and Leas.
1. were the week-end guests of and Mrs. John Steeley, Route 2,
Mrs. 011ie Snow is ill.
By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D D.
Mr. and Mrs. A.' L. Bazzell and Mr. Thorn and Mrs. Bucy's pa- Hazel, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Of The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.
Released by Western N•wspaper Union.
Freeda Nett Arnett and Mrs. Aist- rents, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Sim- Jackson and Mrs. Lizzie Orr, Route
1, Hazel,
man Dixon iaid Dale, and Mr. and mons and son. E. H.. of Murray.
Mrs. Robert L. Bazzall visited
The Jacksons left Tuesday after
Mrs. Dean Hickok, Mrs. Walter
Lesson for March 31
relatives in Paducah recently.
M:.ss Bonnie Adams, Miss spending Monday in Murray. Mr.
Bobby Watson and Miss Wilda Velma Ward, and Mrs. W. F. Skin- Jackson left Calloway in 1917, and
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts seJo Wilkerson. wore married Sat- ner of Murray attended a meeting is 'railroad car inspector. Mr. and
lected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
urday.
Mrs. Jackson were impressed with
at Paducah Saturday.
permission.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Smith and famMr. and Mrs. George Green, Mr. the building going on in Murray.
A NATION DEMANDS A KING
ily and Mr. anti Mrs. Bennie Rich- and Mrs. Farman Lamb, Mr. and They had :lot been here for four
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
ardson and son: and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Bowden Fort and daughter, years.
LESSON TEXT—I Samuel 5:10-7S.
CHURCH
Vernon • Nannie and family were
Carol Clark. were in Murray MonMEMORY SELECTION—Blessed Is the
M M. Hampton, pastor
Sunday visitors of Mrs. Esther
nation whose God Is the Lord.-Psalm
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
days-Kentucky Belle.
Smith.
33:12.
10:00 am. Sunday School. SylvesMr. •and Mrs. Harvey Dixon and
ter Paschall, superintendent.
A major crisis has come in the
Mrs. Frances Dixon and daughters.
life of a nation when It is ready to 11:00 a.m. Preaching Service
and Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Dixon
change its form of government. That 6:00 p.m. B.T.U. L. D. Warren, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. J.
was especially true In the case of
director.
T. Dixon of Rigely, Tenn.
Israel, for they were about to throw 7:00 p.m. Preaching Service
off the direct rule of God and demand a king.
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
There were good reasons for their
(Marshall County)
desire. Samuel was old. His sons
Hear it is springtime again and
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
who were to succeed him were not
more things needing to be done. I
honest (I Sam. 8:1). But there were
fijratalapday ,2:00 p.m. Sunday just sat my tired self down to rest
other motives not so good; for example, their desire to have the School.. al Newton, Superintend- a while this evening where I could,
look lip at God's clear sky instead
pomp of a kingly ruler and a wish ent. 'Preaching at 3:00 p.m.
Third Sunday, Sunday School at of a smoky ceiling. All this reto be like other peoples (v. 20).
a
Their request was made known to 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00 am. minds me of the housework to be
a dingy curtains to be
done,.
Samuel (I Sam. 8:6). He was and 6:30 p.m.
t'ende'red. aa_well. as a job to ao
grieved, but the Lord showed him
to every morning with no time off
that it was not His rule they were
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
except a few -Fours in the afterrejecting, but God's rule (v. 7).
CHURCH
noon. Sometimes when I think
The matter came to a crisis as
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
PHONE 349
505 MAIN ST
Samuel was sent to reason with
how much time and Money goes
them (v. 9).
Second Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sun- into house and furnishings and
have to
we
constantly
, School, Jas. H.' Foster, Super- how
da)
L Prophetic Words (vv. 10-18).
There is always a price to pay if intendent. Preaching at 11:00 a.m. work to .have such things. I really
wonder are we really progressing?
we are eager to follow the styles of and Saturday before at 2:00 p.m.
Fourth Sunday, Sunday School One never ha5 time to visit or to
this world, Israel wanted to have
a king with an attractive court and at • 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00 entertain visitors only for a brief
few minutes and we spend those
a mighty army like their neighbors,
moments exchanging ideas on what
the other nations, but they had not
HARDIN CIRCUIT
to buy next in order to keep up
realized that such things are not
Henry Smith, Pastor
with the rest.
provided out of the king's pocket.
al..111
A word of warning may be in
Everett 13ocy has been very busy
First Sunday, Paleetine 11 a.m.
place here for Christians who have and Hardin 7 p.m.
fallen for the temptation to keep
Second Sunday, Olive 11 a.m.
pace with their ungodly nelghborsThird Sunday, Hardin 11 a.n.
it
as
Joneses,"
to'"keep up with the
and Dexter 2:30 p.m.
is sometimes put.
Fourth Sunday, Union Ridge 11
Government has a right to call on a.m., and Pilestine 2:30 p.m.
the governed for its support, but
Quartcrly Conference March 3
who will deny that the tremendous
at Hardin Methodist Church.
military establishments which the
rulers of the earth have maintained
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
have been both burdensome and
CHURCH
provocative of war.
•
J. II. Thunman, Pastor
We live in a sinful world, and we

LESSON

Preaching every Sunday morning at 11:00 o'clock and on Sunday night at 7:30 o'clock.
Robert Owen is superintendent
of Sunday School held every Sunday at 10:00 o'clock.
B.T.U. every sunaay neon at
6.30 Clifton McNeely director, and
preaching following B.T.U.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
night at 7:134:1 o'clock.
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
1:30 p in. after the first and third
Sunday each month.

Kentucky Bell's News

NORGE Appliances.
MOTOROLA and FARNSWORTH
Radios.
IRON FIREMAN Stokers.
NEON SIGNS ... Sales and Service.
WIRING and ELECTRICAL Installation
We Service All Electrical Appliances

ELECTRIC SERVICE CO,
ATTENTION

CIMERYa/ay

tip
aar

may as well face the necessity of
protecting ourselves and policing
the unruly, but think how much better would be our lot if we like Israel could have been under the
direct rule of God.
They did not want it. Are men any
better today when they reject the
beneficent rule of the Son of God
over their lives?
11. Persistent Wills (vv. 19, 20).
The peeple refused to hearken.
'Their stubborn reply was, "Nay, but
wipwill have a king over us," and
one can almost hear the emphasis
on the word will.
One might have expected that the
leaders of the people would have
sensed the folly of their plan and
asked God to continue to rule ove:
them forever, but the stubbornness
of the willful human heart is almost beyond belief. When its determination is coupled with pride and
unbelief it becomes an even more
appalling barrier to the blessing
of God.
Therein lies the outstanding lesson
of these verses. Let us beware that
we do not sin like Israel; yes, sin
even worse than they did. Joseph
Parker in the People's Bible (vol.
6, p. 287) makes this acute application of the truth: "Do we condemn
them? Let us not be ready with reproach; nor urgent in condemnation. We are doing a deadlier thing
It may be than the elders of Israel
did in this case. We are told that
God is angry with the wicked every
day; that the wicked shall be driven
into hell, and all tha nations that
forget God. We are told that the
iler'ithiriattrave his portion In the
lake which buroeth with fir, and
brimstone, that no drunkard shall
enter the kingdom of heaven, that
anything unclean, defiled or corrupt
shall not pass into the city of God's
light; we are told that nothing remaineth for the siiiner but a fearful looking for of judgment and
fiery indignation.
"What is the result? Men can go
immediately from the hearing or
reading of the most terrific statelrients concerning the future of the
sicked, and can throw themselves
with unbridled liceese Into all the
diabolical enjoyments which stirnulate but never satisfy the corrupt
souL"
III. Providential Willingness Ivy.

First Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday
School, Morgan Cunningham, Superintendent. Preaching at 11:00
a.m. and Saturday before at 2:00

The "experts- are often wrong
but they never lose their standing
as -expc rt."

Dodge Plymouth
Owners
LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES

dorm"w'gri

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

_

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

MONARCH COME
21•111111E

I have sold the Superior Laundry and
Cleaners and must give possession April 1
All clothes that ARE NOT called for by April 1st_ will have to
be MOVED OUT OF THE SHOP.

So if you have cleaning or laundry in our shop please call for it
by APRIL 1ST and avoid the inconvenience that will result if
you wait.

MY ACCOUNTS MUST BE CLOSED APRIL 1ST. PLEASE
come in and settle all bills as soon as possible.

21. 22).

Reluctantly, bnt inevitably, Comes
the divine expression 'of willingness
to let man go the way he sweats to
go. Israel shall hove a king, says-t
God. In fact He had propheasled this
day long before (see Daut. 17: 1420).
So it is true (to quote Parker
- again) that -we can force our way
through all solemn warning. all pathetic entreaty. all earnest persiitsiveness . . . We can go to hell If we
will ... There Is nothing before you
le—
st•tit- for Breakfast
but love, grace, mercy. tenderness,
fop off an alTArnericon breakfast of fruit
God. That is all. There is a crossWort, eggs and collet* with tempting, tasty
hew it down! There is a way around,
Donuts. They're wade on the spot by the
It. a way through it, a way over it
,
I DOWNYFIAKE Donut tnachne-ftesh-hat_
If you hake at home-baking day is any da
-you can get there'!"
- nutril$01.1S1 Get your.bos today!
you feel like it, with Fleischmann's Fast Rising
May we, neither as individuals nor
• is a nation, thus thwart God's love
Dry Ytett Eaoystoanse; Wirtrasfaet,itrieehntamea - 1 *JNSM NADI AT - •
. I
and reject His warninge, and go on
Fast Rifling stays fresh, ftrtl strerfgth for weeks
our own stubborn way into sin and
'on yoi:r pantry shelf. Always rear!), for-instant
sorrow.
action. Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast

NOW! Bake any time.. at a moment's notice with
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast

today. The menfolk will brag about your baking
more than. ever. At'your grocer's.

Coldwater News

Crider's Donut
Shoppe
at the Blue Bird Cafe
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preference in Civil Service exam- all welfare employes, except those
.4 those veterans who invested their or privileges accorded to those e.
in' federally aided divisions which
inations.
sernaval
dr
military
active
the
money in trucks and equipment
come under federal regulations.
RepEmployment
Ve.terens
The
vice of the United States or to vetThis column is published week- resentative will be' in the Court
PNT JAMES BARN irT
before investigating the franchise, erans of such service.
John
Welfare ' Commissioner
•
this
of
ly through the, cooperation
Ita Mrs. Sara •Smothermen
iesurance to be carried. safety And
House, Murray, Ky., every Monday Quertermous in recommending the
paper. Questions should be mailed
operating TUIV.S, schedule of rates, In some instances enroues ot the
suspension, commented that he had
Mr and Mrs. Carlos Erwin of I to the Veterans Employment Rep- _morning.
Interstate Commerce
intoetruck
financial statements. etc. For ad- Maritime Service while on training
asked the General Assembly to
visitors
week-end
v.ere
City
Union
All7eterans who intndtogo ,
States
United
the
of
civil
resentative
emas
classed
they.
be
may
provide ;25,000 .,for the disciaion's
LACK OF FUNDS FORCES
with relatives.
in ditional infeernation for veterans
in4anfLhulie
:
k n7is,busiService.
_
Employment
and
the
States
United
Mayfield..K.Y.
atm are-liArested -in the trintrirtith4"-S -of
administration. The session ended
SUSPEND
TO
WILLIS
.
spending
after
Ellis
Miller
ness should thoroughly investigate
Mary
Q. Does the Government pay a
carriers field. contact: District Su- may. be entitled to benefits under
early today without appropriating
eeveral days with her grandparents I pension to widows of World War WELFARE CIVIL SERVICE
all Interstate Commerce CommisEarl C. King, Bureau of the United States Employes Corn- the requested funds
22
March
.
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
Duncan
Mrs.
and
arid • uncle. Mr.
sion regulations before 'purchasing
II Veterans if they have an inMotor Carriers. Interstate Corn per•aation Commission.
suspended
Simeon Willis
Gov.
Ellis and Oren, returned home last come?
trucks for long distance and local
Seamen employed in the Mermerce Commission. 523 Post Office
operations of the Civil Service di- USE
week Mrs. Ellis remains confined
hauling. It is necessary for peri
insured
against
are
chant
Marine
A. Pensions are payaate to wid- vision in the State Welfare DepartBuilding. Louisville. 2. Kentucky.
to her bed most of the time.
d
in the amount
ows of war veterans under vary- ment late today, explaining lack
or Henry Reed. District Super- loss t,f life or injury
state transportation by motor veMrs. A. F. Doran of Murray ing circumstances. If the man was
visor. Bureau wf Motor Carriers. of $5.000. An additional $15.000
of funds Made it necessary.
-roads to ebhicle over the public .
; visited her aunt. Mrs. Duncan El- killed in action or died of injury or
Interstate Commerce Commission. protection 'may be secured by apHe created the division by ex- LIQUID, TABLETS, SALVE. NOSE
Lain authority Marti the Interstate
extra
payment
Thursday.
of
and
plication
lis
aervice,
his
disease resulting from
5 Post Office Building. Lexington.
ecutive order last May to aPIAY DROPS. CAUTION: USE ONLY
Commerce Commission. Many vetallotments
Voluntary
premiums.
Mr*. Joe Brandon and daughter. his widow is entitled to a pension Civil Service and merit system to
AS DIRECTED
Ky.
erans are under the impression that,
up to 90 per cent of pay may be
Mrs. Sid Curd and children ac- regardless of her income. If his
Merchant Marine
the mere purchase of a truck enmade to dependents.
companied by Mrs. Toy Brandon death was not service connected.
Membe:i of the Merchant Marine
titles, them to get into the trucking
Inquiries as to Merchant Marine
and Patricia were Paris visitors the v.adow is entited to a pension
are
and
service
business: This conception is caus- are not in military
service are addressed to the War
Wednesday.
provided the veterap seas receiving
inc cansiderable erief on the lire not eretled to any of the benefits Shipping Administration. 45 BroadThis community was well repre- compensation for a service conway. New York. 6. New York.
sented in Murray last Monday.
nected disability or was entitled to
Veterans Administration Positions
Holmes Ellis is located at Owens- at least a 10 per cent disahetity ratMale typists are urgently needboro. His wife and son, Holmes, ing. Where death was not service
ed by the Contact Division of the
Jr.. will join him there later.
connected, a widow without chil.
.
Pvt
received
Word
that
teen
has
Veterans Administration. The sal.Herman Ellis sent a cablegram dren is not entitled to a pension if
last year.
county
landed
in
has
We call attention to the organization of the Murary range is $1,704 to $1,902 an- James R. Barnett
that he expects to arrive in a few her income exceeds $1.000 a year.
Zone with the
Panama
Canal
Friday
each
meets
which
District
her
nually.
children,
Magisterial
or
ray
weeks.
If she has a child
Veterans
who are interested 3569th Ordnance Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Hart and income may not exceed $2.500 a
night at the Court House.
training
his
Barnett
received
Pvt
should contact their nearest Civil
baby. Mr. and Mrs. Craig- Bretton year.
The organization is about complete and much
Service Office. Applications are in Ft. Sill. Okla.. and was sent and baby of Detroit arrived last
Q. It thelbsurance is made out
18,
Feb.
interest manifested.
1946....
overseas
available .there and arrangements
week to be at the bedside of their to the veterans' parents, would this ,
He was employed in Detroit.
for taking the " required examinaIt is a big and important job in which all citizens
Mrs. prevent the widow from obtainmother
ani grandmother.
the Jervis Webb Conto prevent color
tions will be made the same date Mich.. with
ing a pension?
Lucian Hart who remains
may take part, and no enterprise in Murray or
veyor Company until ,his inducA. No. Pensions are paid wholMrs. Cordelia Erwin Hurst who
applications are submitted.
Calloway County is more important.
mixtures.
tion October 1, 1945.
with her husband, Dr. Hurst were ly by the Government. There La.
The Legislature is over and the necessity- pftbis
Pvt. Barnett is married to the former missionaries but now in the no connections between the two,
forinet. Will-a Dean Atkins who is states, is taking active part in and in computing income for penorganization is more apparent.
-CLAIRE DORAN. -straaAy--living with her parents near MurGIRL. ON ATOMIC FORUM
1946 with
temperance work. Mrs. Hurst is sion purposes insurance payments
Calloway, along with all counties, is to get more
ray. She recently returned from
----deson
only
related to al: the Erwins in this are not counted.
spent
be
to
is
rural road money, but it
23— Michigan.
PHILADELPHIA. March
Q. Can a veteran who is receivvicinity. Literature she is distribignated rural roads chosen by the state office, so
John Barnett of Almo is his uting urges people to write papers ing pension for service-connected
ore Doran. 16. Murray. Ky., is
Buy Broadbent's hybrid seed corn from
not
roads
county
the
is
all
of
important
the most
eeing the six teen-age pupils of father.
telling the publishers they oppose disability continue to draw the penincluded in state mileage.
Oak Ridge. Tennessee High
sion if he gets a_Civil Service apliquor ads.
--, hoot , who were welcomed to T. D. TVLOR GETS PROMOTION
What is needed to support this organization is
works for the
pointment and
edadelphia today by Mayor perUnited States Government'
W. J. WEBB, HEAD OF
the money, material and manpower that will reach
Taylor,
D
OKINAWA—Tommy
id Samuel in advance of their
A. Yea. Receipt of disability
MAYFIELD SCHOOL BOARD
every farm and school district.
.,pearafree at- student forum where. son of Mr.and Mrs. J. T. Taylor of 49 YEARS. armpits
compensation from the Veterans
much
contribute
can
county
The 4adies of the
• ,y will tell why they beliefg Route 3. Hazel. Ky., has been proAdministration is not affected In
to aid this work by supporting through HomemakTeenie energy sbould be dedicated moted to curporel, it was anMAYFIELD. Ky., March —W. J.. any way by appointment with the
by
346th
nounced
Headquarters
by
ways,
many
and
helped
Their
parents
pace.
Parent-Teachers
ers Clubs,
Webb, who had headed the May- Federal Government under Civil
Bombardment Group VH. which is
Ate atom bombs at Oak Ridge.
talking to the men and urging support.
of Education for Service. In fact. certain Civil Sera B-29 .Superfrotress) unit of the field Board
49 years. resigned yesterday and vice appointments in the lower
Calloway County cannot make progress until
at
Eighth
Force
Air
located
famed
Mess Doran is the daughter of
the board named Chester A. Byrn brackets are reserved for disabled
better roads are maintained, so that surplus labor
'-!f• and Mrs Herman Doran. for- this advanced base.
Coving- veterans, and veterans with serviceas his successor. Gus
work.
this
in
Cpl Taylor was graduated from
on the farms can commute
erly of Murray. and is the niece
connected disabilities get 10 points
vice chairman.
named
was
ton
• Attorney Hall Hood. She is a Hazel High School and attended
We must find a way to get money from the
his
to
College
Murray
prior
'State
class,
has
and
senior
the
of
ember
Rural Highway Department to support the equipeently been awarded a scholar- entering the service.
ment purchased by donation.
a'
.p at Duke University.
What manner of citizen in Calloway who does
SAM -KELLEY PROMOTED
not feel the duty to help in this work.
TO SERGEANT
ai OUT BENEFIT SHOW GIVEN
Let me say that I am receiving some needed merSam Kelley • has been promoted to
By LIONS OF PARIS. TENN.
chandise and invite all to come in every time in
Sergeant, according to word reoffer.
we
to
what
have
see
to
town
Famous eadio personalities--or ceived by his father. R. E. Kelley.
thereof.- It was announced at Fort Douglas
• easonable facsimilies
A ere featured in the city audi- Utah by Brigadier General Herbert
•, :turn in Paris. Tenn. last week in T. Perrin. commanding general of
e.e Lions Club's amateur radio the installation.
P. S.—Please remember the Easter drive for the
Sgt. Kelley, who entered the
'ow, presented for the benefit of
seals,
Buy
Kentucky Crippled Children's Society.
army on March V. 1944. is assigned
P .ris Boy and Girl scouts_
Billy Crassevy and his Murray to duty at the Utah installation as
buy lilies and make donations.
State College orchestra' played supervisor of the post sales store.
T. 0. TVRNER, Chairman.
iring the radio show and for the
His wife, the former Christine
Junes. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tence•
of Murray. and son.
Randall Jon
Ronnie, have returned to their
„Sixth-strevet- ,.They
spent the past year in Salt Lake
City with Set. Kelley who is expected home on furlough soon.

SERVICE NOTES

Ex-Sers ice Men's
News

I

Veterans' Corner
•

S. Pleasant Grove

666
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Cold Preparations

Bust awl/ Piaoti BROADBENT'S
"DOUBLE EXTRA" HYBRID SEED CORN

5.

• Broadbent's hybrids placed first in many
production contests
extra profit
• Broadbent's extra yield
hybrids are the best for you, too.
• White and yellow hybrid seed corn are processed in different plants

AGAIN and AGAIN and AGAIN . . .

• Let Broadbent's "Double Extra" hybrids help
more
you make more money in
bushels per acre.
'ROSS FEED COMPANY, Murray

c:

T. 0. TURNER

LET'S STOP
FEEDING INFLATION

Pvt. Donald Lee has been transferred from Keesler 'Field. Miss., to
Scott Field. Ill.

Murray Route V

CHANGEOVER

me

GUARANTEED SPRING
CHANGE-OVER SERVICES

For Better Driving
A complete D-X check-up and changeover will help insure safe, smooth
driving: Winter-worn lubricants are
destructise - why take chances? (ort
scientific car conditioning at the D-X
sign. Drive in today.

.nday in March. the big
Fo-ulth
dila- of this county: and its ;awing.
Maybe will clear up by noon
Mr. and Mrs. 'Hardin Gil, a and
family and Mr 'robe Acianes visited
. Mr and, Mrs. Ike Adams ?Sunday.
Mr_ and Mrs: Hubert 'Bell and
son and Miss Virginia Futrell of
visited Mr. and .. Mrs.
Paducah
Starkey Futrell Sunday.
Mr. am! Mrs. Burie Waldrop and
daughters spent Saturday night
and Mrs.
and Sunday with
Dave Harmon and son.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Fisher of
Gleason. Tenn_ spent Wednesday
night with , Mrs. May Grubbs and
she went home with them for a
few days visit.
Mr. and Mrs. j. .,W Salmon and
eons visited Mr. and Mrs. George
, over the
'dpithter,
Liwaelle . arid.
week-end.
• George Linville and daugliter ata the . funeral of Bob Roiers.
tendDetroit, Mich. last Wednesday at
Brech Grova.
Mrs. Torn Linville is still on the
sick list.
.
We enjoyel Jeff Nix's letter very
much. wad- always enjoy "Heart
'Thoughts."
'
, .,
Total time lost
. by American
. '
workers because of accidents on
aand -off the iob last-year amounted
to 415.000.000 man-days. equivalent
to a shutd , e.en of plants with near-

IL

Drain and rotill Cranike•aa with D X Motor Oil •
Chang• Tr•nansission and Drill•rantial lubricants
• D X Gu•r•nt•ird tube-Ken:in for rhauis and body
• Float.. Coo4ing System • Chanck B•tt•ry • Cheri,
Irrttat• To. • Repack Front Whorl It•wing• • Cloan.
Ad:built Sp••li Plua• • Won*, Via. 11.04 Plik.b Car •
Cl..... • Inspe, t tights &
Srorric• Cid Fats,
ibloodaboeld Wiper • Clean Wrodow•

Whoa You have Crankcase Drainisel ... Rofillost;" change to

1

AUK SCiS.

•

i NIGHT
OUGHS

An automotive adaptation
of superior aviation oil.
Selected paraffin base
crudes are used to insure
higher heat resistance, less
vaporization loss, high film
strength. Solvent-processed
by a,patented method,none
of its rich -natural"oiliness
is lost. In addition, New
D-X is .Staminized against
oxidation an& ciususion.
1•1110-CONTINENT

II

se., NI.

PETROLEUM

due to cokk

5
COP MOP ATION

Snort •

USE WITH DX LUBRICATING MOTOR FUEL

ased, sticky phlegm lessened up,
tated upper breathing passages are
thed and relieved, by rubbing Vicks
VapoRub on throat, chest and back
at bedtime. Blessed relief as VapoRub
PENETRATES to upper bronchial
tubes with its special riiicinal vapors,
STIMULATES chest and back surfaces like aewarming poultice.
Often by morning most rff the misery of the cold is gone! Remember —
ONLY VAPO RUB Gives You this special double action. it's time-tested,
borne-proved.. . the best-known home
remedy for relieving miseries of V C
children's colds. w VA CO ta

2 i'SC

When you continue to spend more than
you make and...

Yet that is exactly what's happening to.
day. Our government is spending billions
more than it takes in. And it continues to
borrow to make up the difference.

Keep on borrowing to make up the difference!

This is the kind of money-handling that
causes inflation.

You know too, that a big chunk of every
dollar you earn and every dollar you
spend goes to pay the cost of government.

Economy In government means
money in your pocket

That's why it's important for you to take
• good look at the way the government
ppends your dollars.

If the American people — through Con.
gress — will reduce government spending
and take steps to encourage production,
inflation will he stopped ,..and this is tho
only way it can he stopped.

'You know what happens ...

Government should begin now
to live within its means
During the war government necessarily
spent huge sums of money. Yet, with the
war over, the government plans to spend
four times as much in the coming year
as it spent in the highest pre-war year.
Most thoughtful people believe that government expenditures are now far greater
than they need be.
They believe that government, like a
family, should live within its means ...
that it should not spend more than it takes
1141....A. that it should not keep on going,
deeper into debt.

Write your representatives in Congress
today.
Urge them to cut the cost of government,
eliminating all waste ... all unnecessary
services ... and postponing all expenditures that can he put off until our war bills
have been paid.

4

Urge them to make the government start
living within its means ... at a level that
you and your neighbors can afford to pay.
••
You'll see the results soon in tile cost of
everything that you buy ... food, clothing
everything else. And you'll be doing
and_
your country a real service.

Manufacturers;
YOUR DOLLARS •• a postcard to the National Association of
Mit informaof
cro
your
bring
will
Y.,
N.
20,
York
New
Street,
14 West 49th
to you.
lity booklet on government spending--n subject which is oll-imgrortant

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
For a Better Tomqrrow for Everybody "
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